Title word cross-reference

(1, 1) [Cao08, Krz11]. (2, 2) [Li00]. (m, k) [MN00]. (q) [Jia96]. + [LJM14]. −Δu = λu [EFG+18]. 0.822 [Ano09]. 16 [KM09]. 2 [AM96, BV13, Mar94, NBKS99, QB15, ZVO14, vKVW00]. 2 × 2 [AB10, AB13, Cao13, Kol05]. 3 [GKY97, KK16, LPW06, NBKS99, PM97, PR96, SY18b, mMP99, vKVW00]. 4 [MR14, SY18b]. A [CC07]. A − BX ± X * B* [LT08]. A − XB [Den09]. α [Tre13, XCG16]. AXA+ = B [Tia13]. AXB + CYD = E [yPxP06, WTZD10]. AXB = C [fLyHZ11, Miy15]. H [Gra08, LOY08]. H² [Bör17], K [Mar95]. D [BLLA11]. GMRES(k) [KY95]. H [AMM04, BCGM09, Chu04, KPV08, KC17, Leb02, LP16, Sun06, ZSCX10, DMM+08, Pul09]. H(div) [BO18]. H¹ [AMM04]. H₁ [LPW06]. H∞ [Özb13]. hp [DMM+08]. IDR(s) [CvG11]. ILU [CGK94, KOV17]. k [BO08, VVM05a]. λ [FLPW01]. LDL^T [LSS18]. l_p [Dax94]. LU [KNY00, KOV17, DHS95, Saa94]. M [BNT94, San95, Bea94, BCC98, HHLL16, IP13, JZ11, Kra02, LSL01, WQZ09, XZS10, ZJ06, vN00]. R [DN12]. H [HK02]. O(N) [Sac05]. P [LHLO7a, Peñ09, AEHV15, Beu03, BB06, GKY97, LZ09, LO13, LH17, Pul09]. p × p × 2(p ≥ 2) [KJ12]. Q [Cha12, DBLP16]. Q₂ − Q₁ [PT17]. QMR [FH94]. QR
[ADP96, Cha12, FG02, AG95, CH94].  
\[ R \]
\[ s \] [CK10].  
\[ S/P \]
\[ S_n \] [Lee12].  
\[ SSOR \] [JO94].  
\[ t \] [ZSKA18].  
\[ \text{tr}(f(A)) \] [CS18].  
\[ U^T U + U^T R + R^T U \] [Kap98].  
\[ uT(A)v \] [GR04].  
\[ V \] [BLZ08, Lai97, NN10, Not98].  
\[ X \] [fLyHZ11].  
\[ Z \]
\[ HCD15, HHQ13, LQY13, XC13].

- circulants [Tre13, XCG16].  
- conforming [AMM04, LPW06].  
- cycle [BLZ08, Lai97, NN10, Not98].

- decomposition [Kap98].  
- dominated [AMM04].  
- eigenpairs [LP16].  
- eigenvalue [WQZ09].  
- eigenvalues [HCD15, HHQ13, LQY13, XC13].  
- elliptic [ZSCX10].  
- factor [Cha12].  
- factorization [KNY00].  
- factors [Bea94].  
- FEM [BB06].  
- function [BO08].  
- function [XZS10].  
- hierarchica [LO13, Pul09].  
- linear [DN12].

- matrices [BNT94, BCC98, BCGM99, KC17, Kra02, LSL01, LH67a, Pen90, Sun06, vN00].

- matrix [FLPW01, Sau95, Bör17, Gra08, HK02, HHLL16, IP13, JZ11, LOY08, ZJ06].

- monotonicity [Mar95].  
- multisplittings [BCC98].  
- optimization [Chu04].

- partitionings [GKY97].  
- policy [BLLA11].

- product [ZSKA18].  
- refinement [DMM+08].  
- self-adjoint [Leb02].  
- step [CK10, Li00].  
- th [AEHV15].

- version [Beu03].  
- weighted [DBLP16].

**0-521-48296-8** [Nab97].

14 [SB12].  
1st [NL09].

2010 [NL09].  
2017 [Den18].  
2D [BCV03].  
2nd [Kap02].

3-D [BG02].  
3D [MM02, NH98].

4th [Web10a].  
4th-order [Web10a].

60th [Vas03].

70th [CLR13, Vas05].  
7th [BFG+18].

80th [SGP14].

'97 [Axe98].  
98 [Axe99].

**ABS** [SCD94].  
**ABS-type** [SCD94].  
**absorbing** [Cas11, RV12].  
**abstract** [NV08a].  
**accelerated** [BEH+17, Ema12, HW18, PRPI09, Wan18b, YYN12].

**Accelerating** [PH19, KKPS18].  
**Acceleration** [DE06, BGN07, DHI8, rFS09, Ris19, WM12].

**Accuracy** [LL97, BS01, SWKW98].  
**Accurate** [BP13, DPP16, DOP19, MP18a, KR06, LVW01, Van00].  
**achieving** [SWKW98].  
**acoustic** [GM17, mM04].

**acoustics** [CCvG06].  
**activity** [MC04].

**Adaptive** [MMM06, MM11, RR12, BLE97, BGM+12, BE98, DHR+04, Fer96, GKL18, JYH17, LM06, MMC12, MW06, Mit10, RSR10, SWKW98, SY18b, Ver00, ZSCX10].

**adaptively** [YYN12].  
**addition** [BH07].

**additive** [BN11, CL96, CZ02, DS08, KV92, KLM15, NV08a, NWZ17, YY14, XZS10].

**ADI** [Dam08, MP16].

**ADI-preconditioned** [Dam08].  
**adjoint** [Leb02, MM11].  
**adjustments** [FLR03].

**admissible** [VL11].  
**Advanced** [VZ08].

**Advances** [MM18].  
**advection** [BCV03, CCK06].

**advection-diffusion** [BCV03].  
**advection-dominated** [CCK06].  
**aerodynamic** [LW04].

**agglomeration** [IV04, KV06, LV08, LV12].  
**aggregation** [BMM+08, BVV12, BDM+14, CG15, GHT09, GHJV16, KWS+18, MM08, NN11, NY03, OS10, Pul08, PM11, Sch12].

**aggregation-based** [CG15, NN11].  
**aggregation/disaggregation** [MM98].  
**aggressive** [Yan10].

**AILU** [GN00].  
**AINV** [KKNY01].  
**AINV-type** [KKNY01].  
**Algebra**
Algebraic [Ada04, AN94, BBS12, BO08, FM18, GL95a, Kra06, LOS04, NN11, NFD10, Not05b, Not10, Pf99, RBV08, Sim03, Web09, Web10a, XM17, AB12, BGX06, BKY10, BF11a, BDV06, BCZ12, BV12, BKM+12, BDM+14, CG15, DFNY08, Don10, Emm12, GMos06, Het07, HM14, HLL16, IP13, Kra02, Kuz92, KP10, LSS03, LB08, LS15, LCHH18, Liv04b, Lu05, LJ14, MMC12, MO14, MP10, MM95, MBW97, MC08, Muy17, NL16, Not98, Not02b, OST10a, PM97, PT17, RS02, SS02, Sei10, Sha99, SY16b, TC10, VY14, XZ09, XZS15, ZCW11, vN00].

Algorithm [ARSO14, Amb15, AB12, AMMR17, AG95, BCK05, BPS95, BCB14, BFdP13, BD15, BLP01, CD11, CC03, CP12, DW15, ER96, FG02, FO95, Gau99, GM17, GP18, HNR+18, Het07, HLL16, JR94, JZ11, Jou94, Kap09, Kau07, KNY00, KMC16, Liv04b, LYL15, MV06, MCC01, MLV05, MVV08, MP13, MP16, MM18, MC04, MR14, NG15, NLZ11, OC04, PR16, RK18, RY08, RSR10, Roh92, SW06, ST17a, Shi04, SS97, SWK98, St092, SHT11, TGKR10, VM16, VVM05b, Van00, Vla00, WDS09, WM12, WL07, WQ08, WtFW15, YCY17, ZQ12, ZZ15, ZWA18].

Algorithms [BVD+18, GL96, AH02, AMP99, BH04, BT15, Bun92, CL96, CS96, Cao04, CQ10, Cjt03, DMY03, DFZ05, DKVB15, FLM09, FP95a, FH94, HJR97, HR05, HM16, KN14, KR14, Kub92, Lai97, LW98, LLL16, Mar98, Mat96, MP18b, Pf99, RS07, Sac05, SLK16, Sha08, SX15, SCD04, SST18, SS15, VP95, WX10, XCG10, XXW19, XZS10, YZ13, ZJ06, vGSZ15]. aligned [YZ13].

alignment [YZ13]. Almost [ACR+00, AW11, AMP99, EFG+18]. along [MM95]. Alternately [BGX06]. alternating [Bai12, DH18, Wan18a, XJ12, ZN18, ZS08].

Alternative [GS99]. Alternatives [Sid97]. AMG [LOS04, BBM+06, GX14, HVX16, KV06, MMM06, TT15, Vas02, Web18, XM17]. AMG-shifted [TT15]. AMGe [LV08]. AMLI [Beut03, Mar98]. among [Par92]. amplitude [TH19]. analyse [AN13, HS13]. analyses [PM97]. Analysis [BEH+17, BLP01, CCvG06, CG15, MSS07, Mat96, SP05, SP06, Sha98, YZ13, XZ13, Zhu14, Axe15, BPS15, Bat95, BW17b, BBG13, BV12, Cas11, CDDSC12, CTP09, CLC11, CL13, CLTW11, CV13, CDW06, Don10, DFF+18, EFG+18, EM11, FM15, GZ16, GCLG18, GX14, HJR97, HM18, HHvR04, KO18, Lee10, LV04, LT09, LB08, LH17, MO11, MO14, MM98, MM02, NN11, NLZ11, Not05, PV99, Pf99, RR12, Saa00b, ST17a, Sha99, The98, WCZ15, WW08b, WW11, WF15, mMvdV02, vRH05].

analytic [GN00, IT05]. analytical [SSB04]. Analyzing [RV12]. angle [DMY03, Lee12]. angles [GH06]. anisotropic [BC12, CG15, GHT09, Hän06, KW99, KT08, KL14, KN03, Sch12, XZS15, XZ13].

anti [MM99, Per06, XHZ03]. anti-persymmetric [XHZ03]. anti-reflective [Per06]. anti-triangular [MM99]. antibandwidth [SH14]. Any [VL11]. Appl [SB12]. Application [CC03, Ibr02, LD08, MBW97, AM96, ABK15, BGW05, BCC98, Car97, CD11, DH18, DQW15, DCT18, GKK04, GMV16, KMM18, Lam12, LY15, LQY13, NR11, SLK16, Vas02, Wan18b, BG02, CPS06, Leb02]. Applications [NLA94, LX08, Ada04, ACR+00, JNL92, ABNP15, BNR18, BK02, BF96, BV14+18, BFM12, CC07, CCS10, CEQ07, CNP96, CCL05, CCLQ18, CNY05, DHH16, DKVB15, FJ05, FH94, GCLG18, HPS15, Hua12, KCC16, Kub92, LB17, LHW11, LQ13, LT08, LW09, LT11, LT13, LPS15, MV05, ZS08].
NPR13, NR14a, PN18, PRR+16, SKR08, WWC+15, XM17, ZZ15, NL09, Ano09]. applied [BCK05, CH05, GORR16, LMM00, LD07, MO11, Mit10, ZCW11]. approach [AMM04, AN13, CCLQ18, CLJ09, DY04, DGRR11, DS02, FLPW01, GH06, HKP07, HG00, KV02, KNX01, KBF15, Laz16, LVD02, MZHB17, MM97, MC08, NWZ17, RT02, SP18, Ste99]. approaches [KKPS18, KNY99, MMC12, MFFJ18, Mav01, NH08]. appropriate [KV96]. approximants [BLW08]. Approximate [Bea94, BPS00, HDIS18, LPSV18, MGF+02, PPv95, ZS08, AW11, AK16, BPSH13, BS17, Doh07, DS10, Gus03, Huc98, ISZ09, JZ09, JK17, KKNY01, KNY99, KM92, LS04, LB17, LPS15, NY03, Sol14, VW97]. Approximated [NR17]. Approximating [DE98, VS17, AFSCSU14, SS97]. Approximation [AEHV14, AH02, BE09, BF11a, BCV03, BMS17, BMS18, CCE+18, DW15, DK15, DK95, EFG+18, FMPS13, HK02, HPS15, ITS07, KJ12, KT08, KLM15, KV15, LPS16, LV12, LQZ12, MO16, OS10b, PN18, PW12, SLV04, SLV06, WN18, XG10, XH303]. approximations [CYZ99, DLVZ06, FY01, HJRG97, KN07, LO15, Mor07, Mor09, Per06, RSCTP15]. arbitrary [BW17a, HR05]. arbitrary-degree [BW17a]. architectures [FO95]. arising [AN03b, BG95, BFPS10, BMP11, BRT07, CZ15, FP15, Gem00, HKK07, HM14, MZH17, Mar16, MSV13, My17, MST16, PM97, Se10, SMSW00, TC10, ZN18]. arithmetic [DK95, GKV12]. arithmetics [BB16]. ARMS [SS02]. Arnoldi [BHHJ13, GGV13, HLL13, KR14, MP15, PRR+16, VJM16, WW07, WtFW15, YYN12]. arrow [BFG95, GNQ15]. Arrowhead [Zha92]. assignment [CQX11, LC13, LW04, LW05}. assimilation [TDH+18]. associated [CCG00, IP13, MO94]. Asymptotic [BGP97, BMS18, CG05, Tre05, Lam12]. Asymptotical [DS02]. asynchronous [Sch99]. atmospheric [BNP15]. atomic [LO15]. Augmentation [Cao08]. Augmented [BR07, TT15, CS97, EG16, HW18, LD07, MG08, Szu14, Zit05]. Austin [Lee10]. Automated [SV11]. Auxiliary [KLM15, BC12, KPV08]. aware [DH04]. away [IV04]. Axelson [Cao13, Vas05]. axisymmetric [CP06]. B [Nab97, EFG+18]. B-spline [EFG+18]. background [LNY15]. Backward [CTP09, GD95a, DO18, EM11, LC07, LZ12, Pei03, Sm05, WKS95, YDH11]. balance [GSS01]. balanced [Lot07]. Balancing [PY03, BPS13, LT09, MD03, NV08a, WLH12]. BAMG [BKM+12]. Banach [LZY11]. band [VP95]. banded [BCR11, CSCTP05, CG05, ESC18, FL09, GSS01, Kan07, Lot07, MS14]. Barrier [Gar01, Mar95]. Barzilai [HD07]. basal [AMR18]. based [AMR18, AB12, AMMR17, AMMP06, Bai10, BZ13, BZ17, BMAA16, BG05a, BBM+06, BCZ12, BC12, BMM+08, BLW08, CW97, CG15, CLNY15, Cho03, DMM+08, Don10, DKVB15, FP05, Fer96, GKL18, GN00, GB11, GZ16, GNQ15, GH06, GKY97, HJ18, HM03, Hot07, HIL16, HM16, IV04, JK17, Kap98, KY95, KXZ03, KN14, KNY00, KWS+18, KR08, KLM15, Lam12, LO13, LJ04, LNY15, LXS16, LM06, MIM06, MMPP10, MP18b, NN11, Naz95, NA97, NV08b, Reu96, RR12, SW96, SP05, SH14, TH19, UMO09, WH94, WTW14, XZ09, Xie11, wX15, XM17, ZSKA18, ZMO10]. bases [CV03, MP18a, MYZ16]. basic [BR99, BB96, ML05]. basis [BGW05, BHT04, CDDSC12, Gan05, KR14, LO13, Sid97, WW97, Ver00]. BCCB [LJ04]. BDDC [Doh07, SBS15]. be [Ano09, PM97]. BE-FE [PM97]. becomes
[Ben11, BK11, BDS94, BCC98, Cas11, DMYT11, KNX01, MPS96, NX03, Sid11].

Change [Gan05]. Changing [Mee01].

channel [PDV05], chaos [Lee16], chaotic [BW17b].

Characteristic [CCK06, ZYFG11]. Characteristic-mixed [CCK06]. characterizations [ES09b].

Chasing [Zha92]. ChebFilterCG [ST17a]. Chebyshev

[PRPI09, PSK08, Wan18b]. Chebyshev-like [PRPI09]. chemical

[DO18, DK15]. Cholesky [EM95, FP95a, JO94, Kap02, RTN03, Sau95, ZHJL12].

choosing [GNR14]. circuit [BvdV00]. Circulant [CC92, JLW05, CNY05, HN05, NR12, SPD05, WRW18, YNF04].

circulant-plus-diagonal [HN05], circulants [GGV13, Tre13, XCG16]. class [CNY05, CQLQ18, DEM18, DN12, HES15, HLM16, HM16, IK00, LT09, MP18a, Pul08, SPD05, SP06, SCD94, Wu15, YLH11].

classes [BSI17, rFS09, Peñ09]. classic [MM97].

classification [GMOS06, NLZ11].

CLC [Web18]. climbing [SH14]. CLJP [Alb06]. closed [EFG+18]. closure [EJK01].

clustered [CP12]. clustering [CNZ17]. clusters [KBF15]. CNM [LD08, WW08a].

Coarse [GMOS06, AO07, CRV14, KV06, LV12, NV08a, VSG09]. coarse-grid [AO07].

Coarsening [Liv04a, BBM+06, DM10, GMOS06, IV04, Mar98, Wan00, XM17, Yan10, YW12, ZMO10]. code [Bra02].

coefficient [DHR+04, GVT03, Sau95]. coefficients [BKP02, BMRM18, RBV08, Wan00, Zhu08, Zhu14]. Coffey [DPP16].

Collapsible [LD08]. collapsing [BB01].

collisions [LO15]. collocation [CDDSC12, FP15, MP18a, PS08].

column [KV15]. columns [How18]. Combination [Not02a, PW13, Shi02]. combined [KRW08, SLV13, SBS15]. Comment [Cao13, AB13].

Comments [WTZD10, NT04]. Communication [Lai97, Yon96, AMMR17, VY14].

Communications [LD08, NL09].

Commuting [VZ14, JMPR18]. Compact [DEM18, DO18, DGP19]. compactly [FP15]. comparative [LR08, RS18].

comparing [MMC12]. Comparison

[CGK94, Li00, PGT14, SY18b, SSB15, AG99, BB96, CP99, FLR03, FP95b, GLOW04, GLJ19, KP00, MC09, NV08a, Not05b].

comparisons [BT15]. compatible [CBE18, Liv04a]. compensated [AK94]. complement [BCGM09, HKKP07, KW99, KNX01, KLM15, LXH16, LW03, NG15, PW12, Rak99, SGP14, WW08b].

complement-based [LXS16].

complementarity [AW11, BAI10, BZ13, BZ17, CK14, DJ09, HL16, HM16, XZS10, wX15].

Complementary [ZM08]. complements [BG05a, Kra06, MW16, NX03, WTWG14].

complete [JL09]. Completely [GL95b].

completions [EHM95, HS18, Lax16].

complex [AK00, CV13, GH06, HES15, HKH+06, IK00, KR11, KH07, MZH117, Not05a, SS97, Wan18a, Wu15, XQ09].

complexities [Alb06]. complexity [DFZ05, GHJ16]. Compliant [LD08].

component [BF11b, MM02, NH06].

component-wise [BF11b]. components [BGD09, LB17]. componentwise [Dia09, DXW12, Lam12]. Composite [ALM18, Fer96, RSR10, RR12].

Composite-based [RR12].

Composite-grid [ALM18]. compressed [BT15]. compression [Bör17, Fbr02].

compressive [ZZ15]. Computation

[EJK01, Mai06, Öz03, AT00, BB16, BV00, BEG18, Chm04, Huc98, MVK04, MM11, Miy17, MGF+02, NX03, Sid97, WLBH12, XM17].

Computational

[BB17, CCvG06, DFF+18, Ema12, GS97, Ian16, Mar00, SS07]. Computations [MPV06, Axe98, AC11, BP13, DPP16, DOP19, Kho96, MP18a, OST10b].

Computed [GL95a]. computer
computers
Computing
Condition
Conditioned
Conditioning
Conditioned
Connections
Connection
Convergence
Convergent
Correlated
Correlation
Corrigendum
Corrupted
Cosine
Counts
Coupled
Coupling


DD [AB13, Cao13, AB10]. deblurring [CFAM16, Don05, LNP12]. decay [FSS18]. decision [Buc11, CEQN07].

Decomposition [CGK94, AN03a, AN07, AMMR17, AFK02, BP13, BW17a, Bla94, Bla02, BVD18]. BPS13, BO18, BIA18, CS96, Car97, CGM01, CL13, CLNY15, CJT03, DH18, EM95, FLP00, FRR16, FGNW14, GT03, GB15, GT16, Gus03, HLM92, HDIS18, HC05, Ibr02, JK18, JM10, KV92, KPKS15, Kap98, Kap02, Kem12, KMMR10, Kh096, KN14, KNP03, LR95, LV99, LT09, LHW11, LXS16, LT11, LT13, LMM00, MD03, MM02, MM18, NR14b, PY03, PH19, San95, TSPSO06, WQ07, YL08, ZSKA18, Zhu08].

deformations [BF96, BWL08, LS06, SSB04]. deconvolution [MLV05]. Decoupling [LVW01, HDIS18]. Dedicated [Bun95, SGP14, CLR13]. Dedication [NN15]. defective [NFD10]. defective [AFS14]. defects [KK16]. deficient [DE98, GS97]. definite [ARMW14, AIT05a, AV94, Bai16, Bai18a, BMAA16, BT03, DJ09, Ema12, Kap98, KH07, Ko05, LHL07b, MV08, yPES07, SB12, WW08b]. definiteness [PW13]. definition [VVM05c]. Deflated [CS97, MYZ16, SHJC18, MN00]. DeFLATED-GMRES [MN00]. deflation [NV08a, SLV13]. degenerate [BMM06, Sto92]. degree [BW17a, DS10, Gus04b, HVX16]. delay [DGRR11, JLW05, LC13, MSV13].
delay-differential [MSV13]. denoising [LNP12, ZZ15]. denoising/deblurring [LNP12]. dense [CDGM04, DS10, GTY97, How18, KN07, KBF15, Ver06]. density [NY03, OST10b]. dependency [RV12]. dependent [BEG18, CNT07, CRV14, GS05, HG00, KPT14, Mai06, MV13, RBV08, Sha98, ZYFG11, vKVW00]. depending [Vos09]. derivative [LY15]. derivatives [AT00, Xie11]. derived [BDV06]. deriving [Mey94]. descent [De 13, NZ14, Shi02, Shi04]. design [AG99, BCK05, MC08, SMSW00]. designing [RS07]. designs [LW05].
determinantal [CC07]. determinants [MP15]. developments [SS07]. deviation [CCvG06]. device [GMR05]. DFT [Not05a].

Diagonal [BLP17, SZ99, ACR99, BCR14, EW13, EM11, Fas05, FS09, HN05, HS05, KKM12, MCV01, Par03, PSS00, TS12, ZZ15]. diagonal-plus-semiseparable [Fas05]. diagonal-plus-Toeplitz [BLP17].
diagonalization [WZZ18]. Diagonally [AK94, Yon96, MRT98, RT02]. diameter [Par03]. difference [AJ94, FY01, Fer96, Gem00, PR11, SCD94, Web10a]. different [Tre05]. differentiable [Est09]. differential [BRR11, BCR14, Bot13, HJ18, JLLW05].
LH08, LH11, LW03, MW11, MSV13, MM11, PSK08, Rak99, RBV08, SW12, TC10, ZCW11, Zhu14]. differential-algebraic [ZCW11]. differentiation [DO18].

dierential-algebraic [ZCW11]. dierentiation [DO18].
diusion [ALM18, BLP17, Bai18b, BCV03, BR99, CCK06, CG15, FY01, Gan99, KXX03, KWS+18, KRWO8, KP10, Lee16, LCHH18, LPS15, Mav01, OC04, PH19, RSCTP15, Sch12, WBWM04, WZZ18, XG10, YXZ13, ZYFG11, vRH05].
diusion- [KRW08].
digraphs [THC09]. dimension [BTT13, CLNY15, KCS11, VS17, vGSZ15].
dimensional [AALS01, CGPV13, CLNY15, DY04, KT08, NLZ11, Ozbi3, Rja98, XSZ15].
dimensionality [YZ13]. dimensions [BO18, DHNR18, SBS15, XZS15, YZ13].

direct [Dam08, JZ11, ZJ06, BLP01, CNY05, CS95, ES09a, GMR05, HS05, MRT02, SW96, SST18, TPSOS06]. directed [FM18].
direction [BB96, DBG06, XJ12, ZN18].

Directional [Bor17]. directions [DS13b, ZS08].
disaggregation [MM98, Pul08, PM11].
discontinuous [ABM17, BKP02, BBS12, DLVZ06, DFF+18, EYW03, HHvR04, KT08, Wan00, WBWM04, vRH05]. discrepancy [BC02]. discrete [BCV03, CLTW11, DGB+13, DNR12, DHNR18, GORR16, Han13, JK18, KM92, NR14b, Psk08, SSB04, Web10a].
discrete-difference [Web10a].
discretization [ABM17, BCR11, BS01, CGM11, DP03, GTZ18, HHvR04, HK12, Lay05, LPV01, LO08, SY18b, UM09, Zhu14].

discretizations [AT15, BCR14, BBS12, CBE18, EGF11, GH015, KOV17, Lee12, Lee16, LOS04, MW11, Ow95, PT17, RS02, SRGL13, SSB15, XS11, XSS15]. discretized [Bai18b, GS07, KS04, MNCT07, vRH05].
discriminant [NLZ11, WF15]. disks [Pen07]. disordered [Sac05]. Displacement [Bla94, WN05, Bla02, KM99]. displaying [EJK01]. Distance
[BV00, BCV03, BEG18, DPS16, FJP12, Gem00, HPS15, Huc98, LV99, Poio00, VP95, WWX10, mMP99, B9D94, CP12, EGF11, GM17, HS13, KBF15, KR14, LR08, OOO11, yPxP06, RGG07, TSPS06, WTZD10, ZH15, Zha18]. eigCG [ARSO14].
eigendata [BC09]. eigenfrequencies [BTIT13]. eigenpair [MPZ06]. eigenpairs [DK95, LP16, Xie11]. eigenparameter [Vos09].
eigenproblem [BGP97, FT98, Not02a, XHZ03]. eigenproblems [Bas00, BPS00, BFG95, DS13b, FLPW01, FJP12, KCS11, Ney02, SGSM15, TY10, Vos09, XCG16, vdE02].
eigensolution [Mar16]. eigensolver [BMM+08]. eigensolvers [BM17, GKL18].
eigenspaces [Zit05].
eigenvalues [AN06, AB12, BPS15, BFG18, GL95a, ARMW14, ABM17, AB12, Axe99, AC11, BPS15, BGM06, BCR11, BCR14, BLP17, Bai88, BK02, Ban08].
BMAA16, Ben08, BLP08, BES14, BR99, BG05a, BMRR18, BG00, BHHJ13, BCZ12, BFM12, CLR01, Che02, CH03, CQ10, Cor04, Dam08, DSV18, DBG06, DXW12, DLVZ06, DFF+18, Gan99, GB11, Gem00, GS99, Gra08, GS07, GD11, HM18, HFW01, HNR+18, HE15, HML16, IP13, JMR18, JL09, J094, KXZ03, KLM+06, KSM+10, KS04, KWS+18, KOV17, KPT14, KS15, LR08, Lee10, LHW11, LGS12, LXX17, Liv14, LV03, LPS15, LPSV18, LMM00, LRG017, MV13, MNC070, MW11, Mar94, MZHB17, MM09, MCV01, MSV13, MM11, Miy17, NFD10, NQ96, Ols99, PM97, PR95, PT17, Rak99, RBV08, RSCTP15, SCD94, Ste99, Szy94, TSPSO06, Tyr05, Var08, WRW18, Web10a, WZZ18, XSZ09, YDH11, YXZ13, ZCW11, ZZ15, ZN18, ZSWX13, Zhu08.

equations [TSPSO06, Tyr05, Var08, WRW18, Web10a, WZZ18, XSZ09, YDH11, YXZ13, ZCW11, ZZ15, ZN18, ZSWX13, Zhu08].
equidistantly [Rie09].
equilateral [RSCTP15].
equilibrium [DHSW11].
equispaced [FP05].
Equivalence [Szy94].
equivalent [MZHB17].
Errata [SB12].
Erratum [BN12].
Error [GL95a, OOO16, AM96, AW11, CGM11, CS18, HJR97, LO13, MMN10, Ney02, Pul09, WW11].
Error-free [OOO16].
errors [LC07, LZ12, Sun05].
Estimate [AM96, CS18, ES05].
estimates [AN06, AB10, AB13, BB06, CL96, Cao13, FVZ05, LZ12, MST16, Pul09, Zho18].
Estimating [BN12].
Estimation [BNP15, GR04, Baz08, BT92, DPS16, DXW12, LX08, NG15, Ney02, SZ11].
estimations [CD11].
estimator [MVK04].
Euler [Cor04, LH17, NFD10].
European [Rag14].
Evaluating [BB01].
evaluations [KS10].
even [Not05a, XC13].
evolution [BBG13].
Ewing [LPQ06].
Exact [KV15, Bot13, DK95, Pul16].
expansion [DS02, GTI16, MS07, RR12, ROA13, SLK16].
expansions [Trey05].
experience [BGM11].
Experimental [RR12].
experiments [ABK97, GL02].
Explicit [Lam12].
exploiting [VJM16].
exploits [NL16].
Exploring [AMR18].
Exponential [PDV05, BV00, BCV03, DQW15, LLS12, Mor07, PS11, Rag14, VS17, WtFW15].
expressions [LT08, Not05a].
extended [DPP16, KS10, ZHZ10].
Extending [ARSO14].
Extension [BKPO2, BCBO14].
extensions [Sun06].
exterior [GH10].
extracted [SPD05, SP06].
extractions [LNY15].
Extremal [Jia17, LT08, Vla00, Zho16].

F.E.M. [AM96].
Faber [Nov03].
factor [Ano09, Cha12, DM10, GIKO2, HW18, IK00, KM09].
factored [KKNy10].
factoring [BG05a, Kan07].
Factorization [ADP96, BT03, Bia94, CCG00, CGK05, Cha12, DHS95, DCT18, FG02, GN00, KNY00, KM92, LSS18, MW16, OS01, RTN03, Saa94, SK01, ST17b, XQ09, ZHJL12].
factorizations [AMMP06, Bea94, CCS10, CH94, CV03, GNQ15, KOB17, LW15, MS14, RS18, mVmdV02, mM04].
Factorized [KNY99, NY03].
factors [Bea94, BF11a, WL08].
families [AABH18].
family [AEHV14, AEHV15, GGZ12, LZO9, LWC16, LPW06, MG80, Sot13, vV94].
Fast [BO13, Cao04, DMY11, DQW15, FGT11, FP05, FS09, KK16, LLS12, L015, LPS15, MS14, MCV01, MLV05, Miy15, Miy17, RS07, STZ12, XCG10, vKVW00, BB16, DPP16, DS10, Fer96, JHR94, Kho96, Lee10, LLLJ16, MRT02, MV08, Rak99, RS10, Sol14, SKR08, WF15, ZWQA18, RR12].
fast-adaptive [RSR10].
faster [Kap99].
fault [NO04].
fault-zone [NO04].

FDFD [PR11].
FE [GKY97, PM97].
feasible [AW11].
FEAST [GP18, YCY17].
feedback [DGGR11, LW05].

FEM [AB10, AB13, Beu03, BB06, Cao13, FS09].
GM17, HPPS03, HMS99, KM99, Mar94.

**FEM-BEM** [HPPS03]. **FEM/BEM** [HMS99]. **FETI** [DH04, DKVB15]. **FFT** [ZVO14]. fictitious [HKKP07, RT99]. field [KMMR10]. fields [HPS15, OZB\(^+\)18]. filter [RGG07].

filtering [AN03a, AN07, BPSH13, FGNW14, LNY15]. filtering-based [LNY15]. filters [RS07].

**Finding** [EW13, HHQ13, PRPI09, Roh92].

**Finite** [Vom12]. finite-grain [Vom12].

finite-difference [PR11]. finite-element [SY18].

FIR [RS07].

First [KLM\(^+\)06, BBJ17, BGM\(^+\)12, GHR98, Hem96, KNX01, LV15, MMN\(^+\)10]. first-order [BBJ17].

fitting [DQW15, PDV05]. fixed-point [BG05a, Bir15, KO18].

flexible [ZHJL12, vGSZ15]. flow [BLLA11, HG00, HK12, KR11, KRW08, Lay05, LV04, Mar00, MRT96, SBS15, Tur00, Web10b, Web10a, Yet01, vKH00, LD08].

fluid [BLLA11, Ema12, HG00, HW19, Mar00, MRT96, SV11, Web10b, Web10a].

fluid-solid [SV11]. fluidity [AMR18].

fluidity-based [AMR18]. **FORM** [GR99].

Form [Zha92, AB10, AB13, BCB14, BO08, BWN05, BBG13, CAo13, EFG\(^+\)18, GS07, GNQ15, Han13, KKNY01, LGS12, MMMD09, vNR07].

**formal** [Tre05]. **format** [BG13, BMMA16, Gra08, GL18]. **formats** [DO18, DK15, HKST12].

**formula** [MS14].

formulas [BWN05]. formulation [CQX11, GH01, SBS15, Ypm95].

formulations [MZHB17, PS00, Sim03].

**FOSLS** [MMN\(^+\)10, AMR18]. Fourier [CV13, Don10, HM18, HHR04, MO11, ROA13, TSPSO06].

fourth [UM09, WQZ09]. fourth-order [UM09, WQZ09]. **Foz2006** [GY08]. FP [BCB14]. fractional [BLP17, Bt18b, HLM\(^+\)18, LPS15, LPSV18, WRW18, WZZ18]. framework [BD15].

**Fredholm** [MM09]. free [ABBP10, AD11, GTY97, MP16, Not02b, OOO16, RSR10, Sim03, TT10, YNP04, ZYL13].

free-space [RSR10]. frequency [AN07, Bör17, EKS02, MZHB17, MC09, MN00, PR11].

frequency-domain [PR11]. friction [HL94]. fractional [ZVO14]. Frobenius [CDG00, DW07, ES09b, MG\(^+\)02].

**Frobenius-norm** [CDG00]. frontal [RS01, Sco99]. frozen [AABBH18, FSAI].

full [BMS17, BMS18, DEM18, MWZ06, SKR08, TGKR10]. fully [KWS\(^+\)18, MC04].

function [CDDSC12, GGZ12, KS10, LZ09, Part03, PSW14, SP18, SST18, Tre05, XZ10].

functional [KN14]. functionals [AMM04]. functions [BEG18, CKW02, CL11, CJL08, HK5, Est09, FSS18, MN05, Mor07, Mor09, MP14, Naz95, Xie11]. fundamental [ZYL13].

Further [MMN\(^+\)10, Saa00b].

fuzzy [CEQN07].

Galerkin [ABM17, BSB12, CGM11, DLV06, DFF\(^+\)18, HHR04, KT08, LPV01, NSCTP05, SPS14, WTWG14, vRH05].

games [AD12]. gauge [KMMR10]. Gauss [HP97, KLN99, LO13, Pe~n03, Sun06].

Gaussian [GIK02, IK00, Reu96]. Gay [Adi08].

**GCV** [FRR16]. General [JK09, AN13, BCB14, BCGM09, BDR17, CS96, Kap98, KS15, Lor14, MP18a, SZZ99, SS02, ZW10]. general-form [BCB14].

Generalization
Generalizations [SSB04]. Generalized [Amb15, Che15, KKR14, NR12, AM95, Bla02, BC12, BM+08, CC07, Cao09, CD11, CL13, CV03, CBE18, DL97, Dam08, FT98, FM15, GIK02, GW00, HLLL13, JMPR18, KV92, KCV09, KVC12, LR08, LZY11, LT13, Ma06, MP15, MP13, MSB18, RY08, SLK16, SX15, WW08b, Wei94, YCY17, Zha18, Zho06, vNR07]. Generalizing [BT92]. generated [Tre05]. Generating [Ste99, Est09, OZB18, SP18, Vom12].

generation [BG02, Gar01, Gar04, LM06, MS07]. geometric [BS10, Cho03, CBE18, Gar04, HS11, HS14, Ian16, LJ14, XSZ09, ZMO10]. geometric-based [XZS09]. geometries [HKH06, PSK08]. Gerschgorin [LHLS07, Peñ07].

Gerschgorin-type [LHLS07]. Gersgorin [KCV09, KMC16]. Gersgorin-type [KCV09]. GES [BMM+08]. GES-SA [BMM+08]. giga
ops [Tur00].

given [BFdP13]. GKB [BCB14]. Global [CMG11, BS10, FRR16, GD11, LSJ18].

Globalization [NQ96]. Globally [CQ10].

GMRES [BR07, BE98, C202, De 13, DS08, DN12, GR99, JYH17, Jou94, LSJ18, MYZ16, MN00, Sid11, Sim99, SWKW98, SHJC18, VL11, WZ94, ZMO8, Zit00, Zit05, vNR07].

GMRES-type [BR07]. GMRESR [vV94].

Golub [FRR16, GORR16]. GPCG [Bla02]. GPCG-generalized [Bla02].

grad [GGL08]. grade [IT05]. graded [BLZ08, BCS09]. gradient [AM95, BGP97, BMSS09, CNT07, Cha07, DMY03, DW15, DR03, Hac92, Kap94, Kap02, MO94, Mey94, Pr95, SZ11, WD08, Wei94].

gradient-like [Mey94]. gradients [Not02a].

h [Cha07, HSS09]. h-optimally [Cha07]. h-p [HSS09]. Hadamard [KM09].

Hamiltonian [AIT05a, AIT05b]. hand [ARS014, ARMW14, SHJC18]. handy [Adi08]. Hankel [BB16, DQW15, KN07, OS01, SLV06, SB03].

Hankel-like [OS01]. hardback [Nab97].

Harmonic [HS08, MZ98, Bai12, GR99, GS07, Kho96, LG512, Vom10, ZSWX13]. heart [MC04]. heat [AJ94, SY18b].

Helmholtz [CGPV13, CV13, CRV14, KMMR10, Liv04b, Liv14, OS10, RV12, TH19, TT15, UMO99].

help [GKV12]. Hermitian [LT13, SB12, BGN07, Bai16, Bai18a, CPS01, CSYS14, DBG06, Fast05, HM03, HSCTP05, Kol05, KKR14, LHL07b, LC05, Mee01, NC05, SLK16, WD08, Wu15, ZW10, vdE02].

Hermitian-type [LT13]. Hessenberg [CGK05, Gem00, Ste95]. heterogeneous [BBS12, CGPV13, GM17, KP10, KNP03, NH06]. heuristics [SH14]. Hierarchical [BH04, SGP14, BH07, BM13, CV03, EGF11, GL18, LO13, OZ*18, Pul09, VW97, GL18].

hierarchically [XCGL10, Xia12].
hierarchies [Alb06, DHR04, EJK01]. hierarchy [CCE+18]. High [Cap98, SST18, Ay11, AEHV14, AEHV15, AABHV18, ABK15, Bör17, BS17, GM17, GKY97, Lam12, NLZ11, NY03, SWKW98, SSB15, TSPSO06]. high-contrast [AY11].

high-dimensional [NLZ11].

high-frequency [Bör17]. high-order [AEHV14, AEHV15, AABHV18, ABK15,

BLU [BLW08]. ice [AMR18]. ice-sheet [AMR18]. identification [LNp12, ZYL13]. identify [GB15]. II [ELV94, GL02]. III [CSCTP05, GKY97, GL13]. IJNMBE [NL09]. ILDLT [Bas00]. Ill [LHW11, CLTW11, DNR12, DHNR18, Est09, GORR16, NR14b, NCV05]. ill-conditioned [NCV05]. Ill-conditioning [LHW11]. ill-posed [CLTW11, DNR12, DHNR18, Est09, GORR16, NR14b]. ILU [AMMP06, May05, May07, S299]. ILUCP [May05]. ILUT [Bas00, Saa94]. ILUT/ILDLT [Bas00]. image [BC02, CFAM16, CNSY05, Don05, GHW06, HHI10, Hön06, PN18, Per06, RGM17, SKR08]. images [BNT94, NWZ17]. imaging [BNP15]. IMMB [Axe99]. impact [Ano09]. Implementation [AK99, BISC14, BM05a, DMY03, MM18, WF15]. Implicit [FP95a, BGX06, Bai12, BM05a, BD15, Chei15, HL16, ISZ09, LVW01, MC04, PBN05, VVM05b, Wan18a, ZS08, mMvDv02]. Improving [Szu14]. Improved [ARMW14, Cor04, JO94, LW15, BVV12, CGPv13, LV12, Sun06]. improvement [WCZ15, WL03]. Improvements [BB06]. improves [HVX16]. Improving [BKY10, GKL18, GKV12, ST17b]. inclusion [LHLs07, LLK14, THc09]. Incomplete [Jia96, BT03, Bla94, CStS15, GqN15, Gro00, JO94, Kap02, KNY00, RTN03, Ren96, Saa94, SW96, Sau95, ST17b, VS17, ZHHL12, mMvDv02, mM04, GKY97]. incompressible [BKp02, DZF+18, HW19, HK12, KOV17, LV04, Ols99, Tur00, Web10b, Web10a, vKvW00]. increasing [DMY03, HVX16]. increasing-angle [DMY03]. Incremental [Ccs10, BT92]. indefinite [BRT07, CL96, Ck01, CstS95, Crv14, Gm17, Gmtv16, Krz11, Lt09, Ltv14, Pso0, ST17b, SL10, Ttt15, Vas92]. Indefinitely [DR03, LV98]. independence [DS08]. independent [Cjl08, KPv06]. indirect [BLP01]. induced [Lay05, Vgsz15]. industry [Mm04]. inequalities [Am96, Cpsm06, Dkvb15]. inequality [Aals01, Bla03, Dgrr11, Dh04, Dr03, Em95, Mar94]. inertia-revealing [Dct18, Kc17]. inertia-revealing [Dct18]. Inexact [Abk97, Hdo07, Sid11, Bir15, Cq10, Dax19, Fk15, Gb11, Gp18, Hlm92, Hw18, Kk02, Kpv06, Lll97, Ltv98, Sim03, Wtfw15]. infimum [Chu04]. infinite [Bmmr18, Ozb13, Vjm16]. Information [Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14b, Ano14f, Ano15f, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15e, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano18f, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano19, Ano14a, Ano14c, Ano14d, Bf96, Fj05, Ano14e, Ano15d, Ano16f]. initial [Nov03, Pbn05, Vl11]. initializing
[BMM⁺08]. inner
[FJP16, Gus04a, Mey94, MGF⁺02, Xia12].
Innovative [BDRS12]. integer [CP12].
tegrable [SHT1]. integral
(AFSCSU14, HSY18, MM09]. integrals
[LO15]. integration
[ABK15, KKP18, LLS12, MC09]. integrators
[Ber01, LJ04, Mor07, Rag14]. intensity
[GVK12]. inter [MC08].
ter-grid [MC08]. interaction [SV11].
terchanges [EM11]. interdisciplinary
[BNR18]. Interface
[Wan00, JM10, XM17, Yot01, ZYL13].
terface-based [XM17]. Interior [LMV04, BMM06, BCS09, HP04, MST16].
Interior-point [LMV04]. internal
[HKH⁺06]. International [NL09].
Interpolating [MN05]. interpolation
[BKY10, DFNY08, Gan05, HM03, KV06, KV15, LMMR10, Pul16, Ric09, Vla00, Web10b, Yan10]. Interpreting [CPMS06].
terval
[DPS16, Jia17, KSB13, Roh92, YLH11].
tervals [Jia17, LHLS07, THC09].
Introducing [MS07]. invariance [JY17].
invariant
[AG95, DF01, MK94, PM16, YL08]. Inverse
[LC05, NR14a, SP18, Tre13, AEHV14, BF11a, BM13, BPS00, BFM95, BF12, BSI17, C07, CWs18, DL07, DW07, DWWQ13, EW13, EKS02, Egg07, EHM95, FGT11, FK15, Han13, ISZ09, JZ09, JK17, JK18, KKNY01, Kho96, KNT99, KKM12, LL97, PLL07, LW09, LZY11, MV13, MP16, MGF⁺02, NY03, yPyH204, Sol14, Sot13, TS12, WL03, XHZ03, XCG16, ZN18, Zho06, Ney05].
inverse-free [MP16]. inverses [Cor04, FSS18, Gus03, Huc98, LXW13, WN05].
inversion [BO13, KK02, LPS15, LPSV18].
inversions [Dax19]. invert
[MP14, PS11, WtFW15, Sim03].
invertibility [Den09]. investigation
[KS10]. involving [DWWQ13]. IOM
[Jia96]. ion [LO15, TC10]. ion-atomic
[LO15]. IPARS [LVW01]. IRAM [Xie11].
IRAM-based [Xie11]. Irreversible [BL03].
ISBN [Nab97]. isogeometric
[CBE18, EFG⁺18]. isolation [EK02].
isometric [Gar01, Gar02]. isospectrally
[VW15]. Issue [Ano08, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano15f, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano16f, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano18f, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano19, LD08, CLR13, Dat01, Fal06, VW01, Vas05, Axe99]. issues [BM05a]. Iterated [BDR17, AN03a].
iterates [DS13b]. iteration
[AT15, AN94, BGX06, Bail0, Bail2, BZ13, BLCP17, Bail1, Bia18a, Bia18b, BM13, CH05, Che15, Egg07, FK15, GB11, GH01, HMS99, HL16, K018, Kra02, KKR14, LLL97, Lam12, LS15, MM18, PS95, Wan18b, Wan18a, wX15, YHS18, Zho06, Z0S8, Ney05].
iterations [BG07, BO05a, FJP16, GGZ12, HK05, Kap05, KLN99, LZ09, Lin12, Lu05, NZ14, Saa00b, Sch99, vdE02]. Iterative
[AT00, BF11b, CGK94, DBG06, GMR05, LPV01, MO16, MSB18, NZ14, PM97, AEHV14, AEHV15, AK00, ABPN15, BEH⁺17, BM17, Ber01, BR99, CR16, CH05, CK01, CK10, ELV94, FM99, GTY97, Gus97, HG00, HES15, HM14, LR08, Lec10, LSL01, LZY11, LW16, LMJ14, MM98, NO04, OB99, yPyP06, PR96, PR11, PH19, Pul08, PM11, Sol14, Sun06, Syz94, WDS09, WTDZ10, WW11, ZW10, Axe99]. IV [KNY99]. Ivo
[SGP14].
J [NN15]. Jacobi [BFP13, BFG95, FJP16, GS99, HLLW05, MSV13, Not02a, Sch99, Zho06, vNR07, vdE02].
Jacobi-Newton-iterations [Sch99].
Jacobian [BS01]. January [NL09]. Jordan
[EJK01, GH06, Pen03]. Journal
Ber01, BWN05, Bla02, BMS18, BvdV00, Bot13, BC12, BFM12, BM05a, BIA18, BSI17, CS09, CS11, CDGmM04, CPSM06, CSCTP05, CGL05, CC03, CK01, CK14, DGB+13, DMS17, DSV18, Dat01, DDG99, DGRR11, DW07, DWQ13, DNR12, DGM+16, DJ09, DN12, FZwCW17, FGT11, FP15, FS09, Gem00, GLJ19, GM11, GSS01, GY08, GTY97, GS05, GW00, GL98, GL02, GL13, HLM+18, HHvR04, HNR+18, HE15, HSCTP05, JZ09, JK17, JYH17, Jou94, JO94, KMM18, KK02, KPV06, KS04, KBF15, Kra02. linear [KS15, KKR14, KMM19, LX08, LH07b, LT09, LC13, LL97, LV98, LM04, Mar00, MC01, MV05, MAV01, MP13, MEY94, MC04, NAZ95, NQ96, NLZ11, NOV03, OCO4, ÖZ13, PAD99, PBN05, PM97, PG14, RK18, RGG07, RT99, SZ99, SS02, SB12, SS07, SMW00, ST092, SUN05, SL10, SHJC18, SZN14, TTX0, VFDV13, WV01, WKS95, WD08, WM12, W018, WU15, WF15, XZ09, XS11, XJ12, XZ15, W1X5, YDH11, ZW10, vGSZ15]. linear-constrained [XJ12].


logarithm [Lor14]. logarithmic [DH16]. Long [Kem12, K16, Yan10]. long-range [KK16, Yan10]. Long-time [Kem12]. look [LYL15]. loosely [TSPS06]. Low [AN07, BAB08, BF06, CH94, DFZ05, WN18, AT15, AMMR17, BE09, DBLP16, Gra08, HS18, HC05, JMPR18, KO18, KPT14, KS15, Laz16, LXS16, LO15, NL16, NY03, QB09, SLV04, SV06, VY92]. low-communication [AMMR17].

Low-complexity [DFZ05]. low-density [NY03]. Low-rank [BF96, CH94, WN18, AT15, BE09, Gra08, HS18, HC05, JMPR18, KO18, KPT14, KS15, Laz16, LXS16, LO15, NL16, QB09]. lower [Alb06, SPD05, SP06]. LQ [BG00]. LQ-Schur [BG00]. LSQR [RY08]. LTI [ZS08]. LU [CCS10, LW15]. Lyapunov [BLP08, Dan08, DS18, KPT14].

M [KV10]. maintaining [Par92]. Making [LS18, CEQN07]. manifold [KO18]. manifolds [MK94, SZ11]. Manteuffel [Lee10]. manufacturing [CNY05]. mapping [BG02]. mappings [Gar02]. maps [MK94]. Marek [SP14]. Markov [AD11, BLLA11, Ben11, BK11, BL03, BDS04, BH16, BCC98, BU11, BF11b, CAS11, DS18, DHS11, DMY11, DED14, KNX01, MPS09, NX03, NW15, SI14, VFD13]. Markov-modulated [BLLA11]. Markovian [BMP11]. mass [AB17, EKS02]. mass-conserving [AB17]. master [DO18, DK15]. matching [BCZ12, KXZ03]. matchings [HS15]. material [LNP12]. materials [BMI+14, PR11]. Mathematical [SWY07]. mathematician [Voe92]. Matlab [Bra02]. Matrices [Yon96, AFSCS14, AIT05a, AN94, AN06, AB10, AN13, AB13, AX15, BAE0, BB16, BPS95, BP13, BNT94, BH07, BF11a, BM13, BT03, BV00, Ber12, BWN05, BG05a, BFG95, BG05b, BFM12, BCC98, BCG10, BM05b, BM06, CS96, CA08, CA09, CA13, CDD12, CLN05, CGK05, CX05, DPP16, DPO19, Dia09, DS10, Don10, DNR12, DS13a, DSH9, DCT18, DNN18, ESC18, ES90b, EST09, EG16, FLR03, FG02, Fas05, FP95a, FSS18, GIK02, GS97, GR04, HH06, HLM+18, HR05, HS15, HOW18, HUI12, HC05, IAN16, IK00, JR94, JIA17, KAU07, KNO7, 

low-density [NY03]. Low-rank [BF96, CH94, WN18, AT15, BE09, Gra08, HS18, HC05, JMPR18, KO18, KPT14, KS15, Laz16, LXS16, LO15, NL16, QB09]. lower [Alb06, SPD05, SP06]. LQ [BG00]. LQ-Schur [BG00]. LSQR [RY08]. LTI [ZS08]. LU [CCS10, LW15]. Lyapunov [BLP08, Dan08, DS18, KPT14].

M [KV10]. maintaining [Par92]. Making [LS18, CEQN07]. manifold [KO18]. manifolds [MK94, SZ11]. Manteuffel [Lee10]. manufacturing [CNY05]. mapping [BG02]. mappings [Gar02]. maps [MK94]. Marek [SP14]. Markov [AD11, BLLA11, Ben11, BK11, BL03, BDS04, BH16, BCC98, BU11, BF11b, CAS11, DS18, DHS11, DMY11, DED14, KNX01, MPS09, NX03, NW15, SI14, VFD13]. Markov-modulated [BLLA11]. Markovian [BMP11]. mass [AB17, EKS02]. mass-conserving [AB17]. master [DO18, DK15]. matching [BCZ12, KXZ03]. matchings [HS15]. material [LNP12]. materials [BMI+14, PR11]. Mathematical [SWY07]. mathematician [Voe92]. Matlab [Bra02]. Matrices [Yon96, AFSCS14, AIT05a, AN94, AN06, AB10, AN13, AB13, AX15, BAE0, BB16, BPS95, BP13, BNT94, BH07, BF11a, BM13, BT03, BV00, Ber12, BWN05, BG05a, BFG95, BG05b, BFM12, BCC98, BCG10, BM05b, BM06, CS96, CA08, CA09, CA13, CDD12, CLN05, CGK05, CX05, DPP16, DPO19, Dia09, DS10, Don10, DNR12, DS13a, DSH9, DCT18, DNN18, ESC18, ES90b, EST09, EG16, FLR03, FG02, Fas05, FP95a, FSS18, GIK02, GS97, GR04, HH06, HLM+18, HR05, HS15, HOW18, HUI12, HC05, IAN16, IK00, JR94, JIA17, KAU07, KNO7,
matrices [Sei10, SJBH14, SS97, SB03, Sol14, SST18, Sun06, Tre05, VVM05a, VP95, VVM05b, VVM05c, VV15, Vas92, WBL14, XCGL10, XHZ03, XM17, YLH11, ZHZ10, Zho16, vN00, Nab97]. Matrix [AB00, AG95, AC11, BFG18, Bun92, GTY97, Not05a, YNP04, Zha92, AFS14, AH02, AEHV15, AD11, Bai10, BBJ17, BE09, BFdP13, BB01, Ben08, BGW05, BG05a, BMMR18, BEG18, BG00, Bör17, BHHJ13, CCE18, CCG00, CH03, CLC11, CSYS14, DBC06, DGRR11, DGM16, DK95, DBLP16, EW13, EM95, EHM95, ER96, FLPW01, GMS18, GHR98, GGZ12, Gra08, HJ18, HK02, HM03, HL16, HM16, HLLL16, IP13, Ibr02, JZ11, KV92, Kap98, Kap99, KNN01, KH07, KS10, KO18, KM09, KR14, KPT14, KS15, LZ09, Læz16, LOY08, fLHY11, pLL07, LH17, LT08, LT11, Lor14, LPS15, MV08, MSS07, MRT98, Muy15, Mor09, MP14, OOO11, OOO16, PS11, yPxP06, yPES07, Rja98, Rohen. Sau95, Sha98, Ste99, SHT11, TS12, TT10, THC09, Tia13, TY10, Vas02, VS17]. matrix [WW08b, WTZD10, WtFW15, WF15, XJ12, Xie11, XQ09, xK15, YDH11, ZJ06, ZN18]. matrix-dependent [Sha98]. Matrix-free [GTY97, YNP04, AD11, TT10]. matrix-valued [DGM16, Xie11]. max [BDK15]. max-length-vector [BDK15]. maximal [LW16]. maximization [SH14]. Maximum [BCHT04, Gar02, CLCLQ18, ES05, NG15]. Maximum-weight-basis [BCHT04]. Maxwell [GS07, LGS12, MV13, MZH18, ZSWX13]. McCormick [Lee10]. mean [Ian16, KNX01]. means [MS14]. measure [BG02]. measures [Buc11, OST10a]. mechanical [LV99]. mechanics [Ada04, Axe99, GMTV16]. mechanism [DH18]. Medal [Ano08]. media [BKP02, CGPV13, GM17, KP10, NH06, SBS15, WWX10, Yot01]. Median [LNY15]. Memory [KR14, FO95, GMTV16, JO94]. Memory-efficient [KR14]. meromorphic [BEG18]. Mesh [KPV06, BC10, BGM12, DHR04, DS08, KPV08, SBS15]. Mesh-independent [KPV06]. meshes [BB00, BLZ08, BCS09, HSM99, KR11, KV96, Mov01, OZB18, RSCTP15, SRGL13, XZ15]. meshfree [LOY08, LOS04]. Meshing [HKK+06]. Method [Jia96, ABBP10, AK99, AN94, AM95, AKF02, BC09, BG13, BB16, BB17, BMM06, BES14, BS01, Bla02, Bot13, BHHJ13, BMS09, BC12, BCS09, BPS13, CKW02, CZO2, CNT07, CQXI11, Cha07, CGL05, CH05, CG15, CS18, CNY05, Cho03, CK01, CBE18, CP06, CK14, DL97, DMY03, Dax94, Dax19, DGM16, DJ09, DGP19, DS13b, DR03, EKSO2, ES09a, EWY03, FLP00, Fer96, GHT09, GS99, GT09, GD11, Hac92, HCD15, HKKP07, HS18, HES15, Höm06, HD07, HHQ13, HLLL13, HW18, HSY18, JM10, Kap94, Ken12, KY95, KKNY01, KK16, KW99, KXX03, KP06, KR11, KS10, Kra02, KT08, KLM15, KPT14, KM02, LV08, LPV01, L00, LT09, L0B8, LS15, LH17, LW17, Liv14, LJM14, LP16, LPSV18, MAM00, LV98, LMV04, MZ15, MO94, MM98, MRT96, Mee01]. method [MSV13, MP15, MW06, MBW97, Mit10, MP14, MN00, NP96, NR14b, Not94, PS11, PS95, yPxP06, PR95, PR96, PR11, PT17, Rka99, RS01, RS02, RV12, Ren96, RT99, ROA13, Sha99, Sim03, Sm06, SHJC18, TS12, WD08, WQZ09, WCZ15, Wan18b, Wan18a, WBWM04, WTZD10, Wu15, XZ09, XJ12, XZ15, Xie11, XQ09, YHS18, Yan18, YNN12, YXZ13, ZYFG11, ZN18, ZYL13, Zit05, ZMO10, vNR07, vRH05]. Methods [Ano08, CGK94, Den18, LD08, NL09, QACT18, VW01, WW08a, ARMW14,
BH04, BISC14, BMS17, BDV06, BLZ08, BMM+08, BVV12, BKM+12, BDM+14, BS10, Cho03, CBE18, DY04, DFNY08, Don05, Don10, DHR+04, EZ96, Ema12, Fa06, FM18, FM15, GM17, GLOW04, GGLO08, GHT09, GKV12, Gra08, GHJV16, GMOS06, HBH10, HM18, HNR+18, Het07, Høn05, IV04, KXZ03, KR11, KR06, KLM15, Lee12, Lee16, LOS04, LCHH18, Liv04b, Liv14, LJM14, LD07, LRGO17, MO11, MMC12, MO14, MPR10, MWZ06, MBW97, MC08, Mit10, NN11, NFD10, NSCTP05, Not05b, NV08b, OST10a, Pf99, PT17, RS02, RV12, Reu96, RBV08, RGM17, Sei10.

definitions

**multigrid** [Sha98, SY18b, SKR08, SSB15, TGKR10, TC10, TY10, TH19, UM09, VZ08, VY14, Wan00, Web10b, Web10a, WZZ18, XSS09, XZS15, YW12, Zha14, ZMO10, rHR05, DM10, Den18].

**multigrid-based** [UMO09].

**Multigrid-in-time** [BW17b].

**multigroup** [KWS+18].

**Multilevel** [AT15, CEL+96, CV03, MFFJ18, Osvg95, Sta96, AM96, AMM04, AN94, AV94, BMM05, BCZ12, CL96, DMITY11, DGM+16, Kra02, Kra06, KT08, KMS08, KLM14, KP10, Lai97, LSS03, LM06, MM95, May07, Not98, Not02b, Not05b, Pad09, SS02, Sha99, SLV13, Th98, XCG16, Yot01, vN00].

**multilinear** [LPS16, LLNV17, MP18b, PDV05].

**multiphysics** [Yot01].

**multiple** [ARSO14, ARMW14, CNZ17, Mai06, SHJC18].

**multiplication** [Kap99, OO011, OO016, WF15].

**multiplicative** [CL96].

**multipliers** [ZN18].

**multiprecision** [BB16].

**Multiprocessor** [ADP96].

**Multiscale** [HPPS03, BIA18, FP15, VSG09, WWX10].

**multisecant** [rFS09].

**multisensors** [CNSY05].

**Multisplitting** [RLG12, AMP99, BZ13, CS09, CS11, JS96, LSL01, Reu98].

**multisplittings** [BCC98, CP99, FP95b].

**multistep** [BWN05].

**multivariate** [HDIS18, LZQ12, MVK04].

**Nath** [CLR13].

**Navier** [AB12, CA99, DFF+18, HFW01, KOV17, LMM00, Oks99, PT17].

**near** [CNY05, Ver00].

**near-circulant-block** [CNY05].

**near-singularity** [Ver00].

**nearby** [AFS14].

**Nested** [Bla03, GNQ15, MO16, MM18, vV94].

**networks** [GB15, Lee18, WW15].

**Neumann** [KMM19, RT99].

**neutral** [ZCWI11].

**neutron** [Cha07, CGM11, KWS+18].

**Newton** [ABBP10, AABHV18, AMMP06, ABK97, AFWK02, BC09, BMM06, CQ10, CWs18, DL97, DEM18, DS13b, GB11, GKK04, GD11, HP04, KPV06, LB08, Lu05, LV98, NQ96, OC04, Sch99, Vla00, Yot01, ZZ15, Zhu06].

**Newton-like** [BMM06].

**Newton-type** [ABBP10, AABHV18, CWs18, Vla00].

**NLA** [Axe10, Vas05].

**nodal** [BDV06].

**nodes** [FP05].

**noise** [NWZ17].

**noisy** [BC09, NWZ17].

**Non** [AMP99, VW01, Bia16, BMM06, Bla02, BMN05, CL96, Cao04, Car97, CMG01, CPS01, CGL05, CK01, FX05, D02, EZ96, FP05, GB11, GM11, GT03, HKKP07, HSCTP05, KPV06, KM99, Kra02, LVD02, LHL07b, Lu05, LMM00, LV98, LMV04, Mav01, MZ98, MC04, NQ96, OC04, RT99, SB12, Sei10, WD08, vN00, Bai18a].

**non-conforming** [BMN05, KM99].

**non-convex** [LVD02].

**non-Lipschitzian** [DS02].

**non-negative** [BM06, CFX05].

**Non-linear** [WW01, Bla02, CGL05, KPV06, Kra02, LV98, LMV04, Mav01, MC04, NQ96, OC04, RT99].

**non-linearly** [LVD02].

**non-equispaced** [FP05].

**non-Hermitian** [SB12, Bai16, CPS01, HSCTP05, LHL07b, WD08, Bai18a].

**non-conforming** [BMN05, KM99].

**non-equispaced** [FP05].

**non-Hermitian** [SB12, Bai16, CPS01, HSCTP05, LHL07b, WD08, Bai18a].

**non-conforming** [BMN05, KM99].

**non-convex** [LVD02].

**non-Lipschitzian** [DS02].

**non-negative** [BM06, CFX05].

**non-convex** [LVD02].

**non-Hermitian** [SB12, Bai16, CPS01, HSCTP05, LHL07b, WD08, Bai18a].

**non-linear** [WW01, Bla02, CGL05, KPV06, Kra02, LV98, LMV04, Mav01, MC04, NQ96, OC04, RT99].

**non-linearly** [LVD02].

**non-Lipschitzian** [DS02].

**non-negative** [BM06, CFX05].
non-overlapping [CGM01, GVT03, LMM00]. non-smooth [Car97]. Non-stationary [AMP99, LMM00]. non-symmetric [Bla02, CL96, Cao04, CK01, EZ96, GB11, GM11, HKKP07, Lu05, MZ98, Sei10, vN00]. nonaligned [YXZ13]. nonconvex [Laz16]. Nonequivalence [FLPW01]. Nonlinear [Gra08, AMMP06, AC11, BRT07, De 13, DGRR11, fFS09, GD11, HM16, MV13, MSV13, Naz95, yPES07, SCD94, VJM16, Vas09, WRW18, XZS10, ZZ15]. Nonlinearly [DH18, DW15]. nonmatching [OZB +18]. nonnegative [BGX06, BGM09, BGM11, CQZ13, Sot13, WWC +15, ZQ12, ZQLX13, ZQW13, ZQWA18]. nonnormal [MYZ16]. Nonnormality [Baz08]. nonoverlapping [BO18]. nonpositive [Hua12]. nonrestarted [Zho18]. nonsingularity [Peñ07]. nonsmooth [Che92, CQ10]. Nonsymmetric [CGK94, YW12, ARSO14, Bai95, GBX06, Ema12, GLJ19, HM14, IP13, Jou94, LW07, LB08, Mey94, Not10, SJBH14, SX15, Sta96, SL10, Vas92, WTW14]. nonzero [ZJHL12]. norm [CDG00, Dax94, DE98, DBG06, DHW16, EM95, EHM95, Gar02, Miy15, XJ12, YL08, Yan18]. Normal [Gus04b, SZ11, FSS18, LS05]. normality [NR11]. norms [ZJ16, SB03]. normwise [DW07, FT08]. notch [RS07]. Note [LZY11, CNT07, Ca09, CK14, DS10, DS08, DN12, FT98, GM11, GX14, JO01, KH07, La97, LXW13, LW07, LC07, Lot07, Ney05, SB03, Sun05, SHT11, VVM05c, Vóm10, Vöm12, Wan18a, WBL14]. notion [DGM +16]. novel [NPR13, SP06, BNR18]. NS [FM18]. NS-LAMG [FM18]. nuclear [XJ12]. null [How18, ITS07, RS18, WF15]. null-space [ITS07, RS18]. nullspace [Sim03]. nullspace-free [Sim03]. number [BB06, BC10, EHM95, EG16, LH08, LLW09, RV12, TGRK10, ZHJL12]. numbers [BG05b, CCG00, CLTW11, CDW06, DW07, Dia09, DXW12, DWWQ13, Liv14, YDH11]. Numer [SB12]. Numerical [AGG +16, NLA94, Ano08, Ano09, BLP08, Ben11, CH03, CA99, DMS17, DSV18, FZW CW17, GS05, HHM10, HJR97, fLYHZ11, LD08, MK94, MMM09, MV05, NBKS99, NSCTP05, NL09, WW08a, JNL92, Bai95, BDRS12, BNR18, BKP02, Bat95, BGM11, Ber01, BDS94, CQX11, CJW06, Cor04, CJT03, Dat01, DS02, GY08, HPS15, L04, LH08, LHW11, LGS12, Lin12, MM09, MP13, MM18, OCYM08, Ols99, Özb13, SHT11, TUr00, Mar00].

Objective [Ris19]. Oblique [Hau13, YCY17]. oblivious [MWZ06]. observations [CZ02]. observer [CLR01, CD11]. obstacle [JZ11, ZJ06]. occasion [CLR13, LPQ06, SGP14, Vas03, Vas05]. occur [CC03]. occurring [AG09]. oceanography [Rak99]. odd [Not05a]. Odir [CK01]. off [EW13]. off-diagonal [EW13]. One [OC04, CSYS14, FMPS13, O’H14, Pul08]. One-level [OC04]. open [Gar04, RR12]. OpenMG [BISC14]. operations [STZ12]. Operator [Gus97, Gus98, Gus03, MMPR10, Alb06, BV00, BCV03, BFM12, Den09, GN00, GH11, Liv04b, MP15, Tyr05]. Operator-based [MMPR10]. operators [AFSCSU14, ABBP10, AEHV14, BKY10, Don10, GGL008, GVT03, Kho96, MC08, PSK08, Yan10]. optical [BCK05, KRW08]. Optimal [Bai09, BTB13, ELV94, GH015, HLM +18, HLS07, LD07, MM95, Not98, WKS95, BLP08, BFPS10, BNM05, DH04, EG16, GTZ18, HFW01, HW18, KK13, Lai97, MNCT07, MSS07, MP13, NA97, PSLW14, RGG07, RSCTP15, SY18a]. optimality [NN10]. optimally [Cha07]. optimization [AN03b, BDK +15, Chu04, De 13, DD07, Gar02, GY08, HHM10, HP04, KCS11, Laz16, LZQ12, Lin12, LV04, MV13, NBKS99,
PW12, RS10, Ris19, SW12, WCZ15, WN18].

optimize [MC08]. optimized [OOO11].

Optimizing [TGKR10]. option
[LLS12, Rag14]. order [ABBP10, AEHV14, AEHV15, AABHV18, ABK15, BCR11, BCR14, BBJ17, BH16, BGM^+12, BSI17, CEL^+96, DLVZ06, ELV94, GM17, GA18, GT16, GHW06, GKY97, GL13, Hen96, JM10, Kap02, KLM^+06, KPV06, KM09, Lam12, LY15, MV13, MMN^+10, MNCT07, RS01, SSB15, TSPSO06, UMO09, WQ07, WQZ09, Web10b, Web10a, XSZ09, XS11].

order-reducible [BCR14]. ordered [Bea94].

Ordering [HS05, HS15, Sco99].

orderings [DS10, NA97]. ordinary [BCR11, BCR14, Bot13, ZCW11]. oriented [TC10].

Orthogonal [FB95, VVM05a, AM95, BF96, DBG06, Kem12, MO94, PN18].

orthogonality [Par92]. Orthogonalization [Jia96, LBG13, LL97, SW96, VS17].

orthogonalizations [Dax04].

orthogonalizing [Mat96]. Orthotropic [GL96].

Oseen [CBE18, HBB10, KLM^+06, Ols99]. outer [Cor04, Xia12]. output [LW05]. outs [LPW06]. ovals [KVC12].

over Penalized [BPS13]. overall [BS01]. overlap [KK02, mMvdV00, Kem12, MO14, PN18].

Overlapping [CS96, GQ15, CM01, Gan99, GVT03, JS96, KP00, LMM00, MO11].

overrelaxation [BGN07, Gus03]. Owe [Cao13, Vas05].

p [SP06, HMS99]. p-level [SP06]. Padé [BLV08, GZ12, LZ90]. PageRank [LLNV17, MP18b, WW07, YYN12]. pairs [CLC11, GMS18]. pairwise [FLR03].

palindromic [LYL15, MM09]. panel [PR06]. Papers [Ano08, LD08]. parabolic [AT15, JM10, KK13]. Parallel
[AO07, AMMP06, Bas00, BLE97, BGM^+12, BS10, CR16, FJP16, GR05, GL96, KR11, Lee16, LSL01, LGS12, NO04, RT99, The98, Voe92, WH94, ZYFG11, AGG^+16, ACR^+00, AMMR17, AMP99, BPS00, BMS17, BMS18, BvDV00, CS09, CS11, CJT03, DFN08, FJP12, FM99, GMR05, GSS01, GMOS06, GL98, GL02, GL13, Hae92, HS05, JO94, KK02, Kuz92, LW01, LSS03, LWC16, MW16, MM97, MBW97, MC04, MR14, Pad99, PR95, PR96, Rak99, RK18, Ren98, Sid97, TSPSO06, Van00, WLH12, mMMvdV02, mM04]. parallelism [Vom12].

parallelizable [GL95]. parameter [AK99, BEG18, GNR14, GS05, KPT14, MSV13, Not02b, Yan18].

parameter-dependent [BEG18, GS05, KPT14]. parameter-free [Not02b]. parameterized [CCvG06, HW18]. parameters [Bai09, BNP15, GHO15, HW18, Mai06, Yan04, Yan18, ZHJ12].

parametrization [Hua12]. Parlett [Bun95, EM95]. pARMS [LS03]. Partial [GL98, GL02, GL13].

Performance [BT15, Sei10]. PDEs [AT15, AMMR17, Hem96, Hóm06, MO11, VSG09, VZ08, ZMO10]. Peaceman [LR95].

pEERS [KS04]. penalized [BPS13, Dos99]. penalties [MG08]. penalty [BCS09, BPS13, BDR17, DH04, Lai97, PSW14]. pencil [LW05]. pencils [BB01]. Penrose [DW07, DWWQ13, KKM12, LXW13].

periodic [KK13, Var08, WZZ18]. periodicity [BDS94]. permanents [WLH12].
permittivity [PR11], permutation [May07]. Perron
[ES09b, KNX01, LCN13, MP18b, NX03].
Perron-based [MP18b].
perspective [BMS17, OST10a]. persymmetric [XHZ03].
Perturbation
[Cas11, CLC11, GCLG18, GW00, WW08b, YL08, CTP09, Cha12, CLTW11, FT98, JLW05, LS05, LS06, LCN13, LW15, O’H14, WKP95, WL03, YDH11]. perturbations
[AIT05a, AIT05b, LXW13].
perturbed [Sau95].
Petrov [CGM11].
phase [DY04, HS13, HLLL16, NH06, SY18a].
planar [BLE97, Ypm95].
planewise [mMP99], planewise-like [mMP99].
plants [Ozb13].
plasticity [ABK97, Car97, HJR97, Wie99].
plate [AY11, CYZ99]. player [AD12].
Plemmons [NN15].
plus [BLP17, Fas05, HN05, KN07, MCV01].
point [AN06, Axe15, Bai09, Bai12, BMM06, Ber12, BG05a, Bir15, Cao04, Cao08, Cao09, CJZ11, CH03, EG16, HP04, HD07, KPO0, KO18, KKR14, Kz11, KMM12, LOV08, LOS04, LW07, LMV04, LSS18, MZ15, PW13, RS18, SJBH14, SX15, TH19, VL96, Wan18a, Web18, WBL14, Zha18, MST16].
point-type [Cao08]. points [HM96].
Poisson
[CKW02, CJL08, Dah02, RSR10, TSPS06].
polar [CCG00, LS06, RT02, YL08].
Pole
[Dod11, LC13, LW04, LW05].
poles [Mee01].
policy [BLLA11].
polyhedral [Dah02].

polyhedral [Dah02].

polynomial [CR16, Gan05, GKV12, HM96, HS08, HVX6, Le16, LW98, WCZ15].
polynomials [BB97, BGW05, BG05a, HDIS18, KR14, MO94, MN05, Nov03].

population [DHSW11].
poroelasticity [GLOW04, LRG017].
porous [NH06, SB15, WW10, Yot01]. posed
[CLTW11, DNR12, DHN18, Est09, GORR16, NR14b].
positive
[ARMW14, AIT05a, AV94, Bai16, Bai18a, BP13, BMAA16, BT03, CS09, CS11, DPP16, DJ09, Kap98, Kol05, LHL07b, MV08, PS11, yPES07, PW13, SB12, WW08b].
positive-definite
[DJ09, Kol05, LHL07b, MV08, SB12].

positivity
[KSB13]. possible [VL11]. Post
[KL13]. Post-processing [KL13].

posteriori
[AM96, BLP01, CS18, OOO16, Pul09, Ney02].
potential [Kho96, MRT96, Shi02, Shi04].

potential-reduction [Shi04]. potentials
[KK16].

powers
[HLM+18].
predictive
[AM96, BLP01, CS18, OOO16, Pul09, Ney02].
preconditioner
[TT10, BPS15, BT03, Bm03, BC12, BPS13, CGPV13, CJZ11, CNP96, CJWT06, CS95, CV13, Doh07, ESO7, EGF11, GN00, GTZ18, HFW01, ISZ09, KS04, KWS+18, KV96, Kuz92, KP10, LS04, May05, May07, MC09, NL16, SPD05, SP06, SLV13, SGP14, UMO09, Xia12, XS11, XM17, Zha18, Zhu14, vN00].

Preconditioners
[CP01, Est09, GS07, PSW14, AL11, AN13, Bai16, BM17, BDM18, Bla02, BMN05, BCHT04, BIA18, BSI17, Cao08, CDG00, CDGM04, CGM01, CC92, CW97, CEL+96, DDG99, DP03, FP15, FK15, FS09, GMTV16,
Preconditioning

[ABM17, AN03b, AB10, ABNP15, ABK15, CFAM16, Egg07, Gro00, HW19, HSCTP05, MW11, Pul09, SMSW00, SW12, Vas92, VL96, WDS09, WBWM04, AFSCSU14, AT15, AK94, AV94, AFK02, Axe15, BCR11, BCR14, Bas00, BGM09, BPS00, Bla94, CDDSC12, De 13, DLVZ06, DD07, Dos99, DKVB15, FJP12, FJP16, GM11, Gus03, GL95b, HPPS03, JZ09, JK17, Kap94, Kap98, KK02, Kap02, KM09, KPV08, KOV17, Kra02, Kra06, KMS08, LV04, LW03, MFFJ18, MM95, MM02, NO04, NR11, NA97, Not98, Not02b, NCV05, PW13, Pol00, SP18, SL10, Vas02, WH94, AB13, Ca03].

Preconditionings [GKY97, KNY99, NY03].

Prediction [BS10, PGT14].

Predictive [FM15].

Prediction [Axe02, AK10, Cve09, Dat01, NT04].

Prefiltration [NY03].

Preordering [LSS18].

Preservation [EJK01].

Press [Nab97, Amb15].

Pressure [Lay05, LWC16, vKVW00].

Prestructuring [How18].

Price [Nab97], pricing [LSS12, Rag14].

Primal [HP04, RT02, FLP00].

Primal-dual [HP04].

Principal [GH06, LB17].

Principal [BC02, Vos09].

Principles [Gar04].

Priori [HM96].

PRISM [Axe98].

Prize [Ano08].

Probabilistic [WWC+15].

Probabilities [NX03].

Probability [BH16, LCN13, MM98].

Probing [TS12].

Problem [AH02, AK99, ABK15, Bai95, BDK+15, BFPS10, CZ15, Car97, CPSM06, CGLO5, CG15, CFAM16, CJT03, DL97, DMS17, DWQ13, Dod11, DBLP16, ES07, ES09a, ER96, GKK04, Gus98, HBH10, Hla99, HS08, IV04, KABH17, KP06, KH07, KMM19, KN03, LLLJ16, pLL07, LYL15, LD07, MV13, MRT96, MLV05, Mee01, MP15, Ols99, OC04, yPyHZ04, Ren98, RSR10, Rja98, RT99, Sau95, SH14, Sim03, Sot13, VF013, Vla00, WKS95, XZS10, YHS18, ZJ06, ZYFG11, ZYL13, ZVO14].

Problems [CGK94, GL96, Ada04, AB00, AW11, ALT05b, AG99, AV94, Axe98, AN03b, BBP03, Bai09, Bai10, Bai12, BZ13, BZ17, BKY10, BKP02, Bar02, BLE97, BBS12, BMM06, BG09, BGM11, BL08, BCV03, Bla94, BC02, BB13, BMS18, BvdV00, BRT07, Bö01, BO13, BDM+14, BIA18, CL96, CNT07, CQX11, CGPV13, CRS05, CR16, CQZ07, Ca04, CJZ11, CCV06, CC92, CNP96, CW97, CS02, CTP09, CEL+96, CCK06, CWs18, CW97, CC03, CLTW11, CP12, CBE18, CV13, CR14, CK14, Dax94, DE98, DW07, Dia09, DN12, DJ09, DGP19, DHR+04, DP03, DR03, DHRN18, Egg07, EGF11, ELV94, EWY03, FY01, FGT11, Gar04, GGO08, GH01, GORR16, GHT09, GV03, GZ12, GTZ18, GMT16, GL98, GL02, GL13, HJ18, HP97, HKST12, HJR97, Han13, HW19, HS13, HL16, HD07, HLLL13, HM16].

Problems [HLLW05, JZ11, JK18, JM10, KKP18, KMM18, K02, KR11, K00, KK13, KR06, KT08, KMS08, KLM14, Kr11, KM92, LL97, LR95, Lay05, LP01, LV99, LW07, Lin12, LZ12, LW16, LW17, Liv04b, LL97, LV98, MZ15, MM09, MS07, Mar00, Mar98, MRT02, Mar16, MS07, May01, MS13, MP13, MM97, MBW97, MM02, MSB18, MZ98, NR14a, NR14b, Nov03, OS10, Pad99, PBN05, PSS14, Pen08, PH19, RR12, ROA13, SLK16, SX15, Sh02, Shi04, SY18a, SV11, Sta96, Sto92, TDH+18, Tre13, TT15, VJM16, VL96, Ver00, Wan00, Wan18a, Web18, WWC+15, XG10, XZS15, XXW19, wX15, XCG16, YCY17, ZZ15, ZN18, Zha18,
shift-and-invert \[\text{MP14, WtFW15, Sim03}].
Shift-invert \[\text{PS11}].
Shifted \[\text{DP16, CV13, JR94, JHY17, SLV13, TT15, UM09}\].
shifts \[\text{SHJC18}].
Short \[\text{Lai97, SHT11, Yon96}\].
sided \[\text{FK15, ZJ11, ZJ06, Zik08}\].
sides \[\text{ARSO14, ARMW14, SHJC18}\].
Sign \[\text{Nab97, CJC11, GM17, GGZ12, SST18}\].
sign-indefinite \[\text{GM17}\].
Sign-Solvable \[\text{Nab97}\].
signal \[\text{Dat01, HM03}\].
signless \[\text{XC13}\].
Signorini \[\text{Hla99, IV04}\].
similarity \[\text{VVM05a}\].
similarly \[\text{Tre05}\].
SIMPLE \[\text{LV04, KNY99}\].
simpler \[\text{JYH17, LSJ18, WZ94}\].
simplified \[\text{BM06, ZVO14}\].
simplifying \[\text{MC04}\].
simulation \[\text{BFPS10, BvdV00, BO13, PR11}\].
simulations \[\text{AK16, KR11, LWC16, NO04}\].
simulator \[\text{LVW01}\].
simultaneous \[\text{DK15, Pen03, AT15, GM11, LT11}\].
sinc \[\text{BRC11, BCR14, NSCTP05}\].
Sine \[\text{CW97}\].
single \[\text{PDV05}\].
single-channel \[\text{PDV05}\].
singly \[\text{HS05}\].
Singular \[\text{AFSCSU14, BCC98, CKW02, Cao08, CL13, Dod11, EN17, FP99a, FH94, GT116, HS11, HS41, HILL16, J LW05, JK18, KR06, Krz11, KKKM12, KMM19, LSL01, LHL07, LH11, LT13, MPS96, NRI4b, PH19, Roh92, Sau95, SS97, Sz94, THCO9, Trec05, ZW10, ZSKA18}\].
Singular-value \[\text{AFSCSU14}\].
singularities \[\text{BLZ08, CKW02, Dab02, LLW09}\].
singularity \[\text{Ver00}\].
sixtieth \[\text{LPQ06}\].
size \[\text{BMMR18, FJP12}\].
skew \[\text{BGN07, KKR14, LH07b, SB12, Wu15, BAI18a}\].
skew-Hermitian \[\text{SB12, BGN07, KKR14, LH07b, Wu15, BAI18a}\].
sliding \[\text{AMR18}\].
small \[\text{DXW12, KV96}\].
smallest \[\text{MV08, MM11}\].
SMASH \[\text{CCE+18}\].
Smith \[\text{BES14}\].
smooth \[\text{Car97, HKKP07, The98}\].
Smoothed \[\text{BDM+14, CDW06, OS10, Sch12, BMM+08, BVV12, GHT09, KWS+18}\].
smooth \[\text{LRGO17, ZVO14}\].
smoothers \[\text{BO18, GGLO08, GKV12, HBH10, LJM14, MO11, Yan04}\].
smoothing \[\text{BC09, EZ96, GLOW04, HP97, TC10}\].
smoothness \[\text{Ch03}\].
SNAP \[\text{ITS07}\].
Sobolev \[\text{AFK02}\].
social \[\text{GB15}\].
software \[\text{Voe92}\].
solid \[\text{Ad04, SV11}\].
Solution \[\text{Bar02, BFPS10, Ben11, JL09, ACR+00, AD11, Axe98, Axe99, BDGL09, BAI95, BKP02, Bau08, BMM06, BLP08, BS01, BPS00, BMP11, BEG18, BRT07, BDS94, Bot13, BVD+18, BM12, CFPV13, CLR01, Che15, CA99, Cor04, DMS17, DSV18, DO18, DDL1, FZCW17, FJP12, Gem00, GTY97, Gra08, GS05, GL08, GL02, GL13, HJR97, HG00, Hla99, ITS07, JZ11, JQ94, KRW08, LX08, LPV01, LV99, LGS12, Lin12, LL97, Lot07, MS14, MZHB17, MP13, MM97, MBW97, Mj15, MSB18, Ols99, yPES07, PH19, Ren98, SGSM15, Sim03, Ste95, TPS06, WWC+15, ZN18, ZYL13, VW01].
Solutions \[\text{GL95a, Pen08, AW11, BGM06, CH03, DE98, DBG06, HM96, KR06, fHyH11, pLL07, Mi17, PP+95, Tia13}\].
solvability \[\text{XHZ03}\].
Solvable \[\text{Nab97}\].
solve \[\text{BG13, KBF15, Liv04b, MZHB17, ZJ06}\].
solver \[\text{BvdV00, CHV05, GKK04, KK13, KR06, LSS03, LM06, MNCT07, MRT02, Ols99, Pad99, PR11, RNT03, Rak99, RGG07, RGM17, SS02, SL14, SKR08, TH19, Yot01}\].
solvers \[\text{AGG+16, AG99, ABK97, Ber01, BC02, BO13, FS09, HLM92, HLM+18, HS05, KKPS18, LR08, Lee16, Mey94, MSB18, NO04, Sch12, Sco99, Web18}\].
solves \[\text{Cha07, GP18}\].
Solving \[\text{BG05a, Nov03, WZZ18, AH02, AMMR17, AK99, AK00, BAI18b, BS17, CA04, CQ10, CVwS18, CC03, CN05, DN12, EM11, FH94, HKKP07, HM14, JLW05, JH04, KS15, KKKM12, KM92, LT09, Liv14, MZ15, MLV05, NQ96, PM07, yPSCP06, QACT18, RSR10, Shi02, Sto92, SHJC18, TT10, Var08, Vl00, WTZD10, mMP99, mMO4, vGSZ15}\].
Some \[\text{BFG95, BM05a, CGK94, CZ02, HM14}\]
LS06, Mar95, Sun06, Ber01, BB06, CDW06, DS10, GL02, LV08, LHL07a, Pe~n09, XZS15. **SOR** [Che02]. sorting [Bra02]. source [TH19]. Space [Lee12, AT15, AMM04, AFK02, BPSH13, BMS17, BMS18, BV13, BC12, DHNR18, GB15, How18, ITS07, KV92, KLM15, RS18, RSR10, SY18b, WRW18].

**Space-angle-energy** [Lee12]. spaces [GH06, LV12, LZY11, LPW06, VSG09]. Sparse [CDG00, CDGmM04, Vas02, WWC+15, AB00, BPS95, Bas00, Bau08, BF11a, BEH+17, BPS00, BV00, BG00, CS96, DCT18, DR03, EW13, FJP12, FSS18, GHO15, Gus03, HLM+18, HS15, How18, HS05, Huc98, ISZ99, JZ09, JK17, KKNY01, KNY99, LLL97, LV98, LSS18, Mey94, NLZ11, NY03, NH98, RTN03, RK18, RS18, SZ99, SS02, SY18a, WRW18]. sparsity [Poi00]. spatially [OZB+18]. SPD [HLM+18, Mar16]. Special [Ano08, CLR13, Fal06, LD08, VW01, Vas05, Ben08, Dat01, ES07, Mey94, A xe99].

specially [SHT11]. specified [FLyHZ11]. Spectral [CDDSC12, MST16, SGSM15, mMvdV02, BPS95, BFdP13, BM17, CQZ13, CNZ17, CIX05, LQY13, LNQ13, MS14, MC09, Par03, SK01, ZWQ18, DFF+18]. spectrum [Cao09, Lor14]. Speed [LY15]. sphere [ALM18]. spheres [WCM15]. Spline [LPS16, EFG+18]. splines [LY15]. Split [HR05]. Splitting [HN05, LXX17, BGN07, Bai10, Bai12, BLPP17, CJJ11, Che15, Gan99, HLM+16, HMR+14, KKR14, LHL07b, SB12, Wan18b, Wan18a, Wu15, xW15]. spring [EKS02]. spring-mass [EKS02]. SQP [AH02]. Square [DNR12, TY10, Mor09]. squares [BES14].

squared [BES14]. squares [AB00, AK99, BDGL09, Bar02, BMM06, BG00, BMG09, BGM11, BGM+12, CYZ99, CNP96, CTP09, CP12, CP06, DE98, DH18, DW07, DWWQ13, ES07, ES09a, ER96, FB95, GW00, GR05, KMM18, KLM+06, LVD02, pLL07, LZ12, LW17, LL97, MMN+10, MVK04, MLV05, Miy15, Pen08, Ren98, RLG12, Sto92, TDH+18, Tia13, WKS95, WWC+15, XZW19, ZHZ10]. SSOR. [Bai16, GKY97, WH94]. **SSOR-like** [Bai16]. Stability [CJW06, DHS95, OCM08, BV13, DGB+13, DS13a, EM11, KSB13, Lee10, NX03, Pe~n03, Sau95, ST17b]. stabilization [AB12, DGB+13, DGR11, Lay05]. Stabilized [BH07, Cao04, EWY03, KVO17, LMM00, RGM17]. Stabilizing [VW97]. Stable [OS01, ABK15, Gen00, GMS18, LWX13, LSJ18, MCV01]. stage [AMMP06, BM17, JS96, MPS96]. Staggered [DFF+18, OCM08]. standard [Han13, LPV01]. standard-form [Han13]. standpoint [Voe92]. start [IW98]. State [DGRR11, BV13, BF11b, CD11, DK15, KV92, LCH18, PSV14]. state-constrained [PSW14]. state-space [BV13, KV92]. state-time [DK15]. static [LNY15]. stationary [AMP09, BH16, LMM00, MM98, NX03, RBV08, ZW10]. statistical [DXW12, LX08, LT08]. Steady [HG00, BF11b]. steady-state [BF11b]. Steepest [De 13, NZ14, Shi02, Shi04]. Stein [BES14]. step [AV94, CWW818, CK10, L100, PBN05]. stepping [Lam12]. steps [Fas05, Shi02]. Stewart [HC05]. Stiefel [CZ15]. Stieljes [AN94, FSS18]. stiffness [DKV15]. stochastic [AD12, BMMR18, BDM+14, DMS17, GHR98, Lee16, MM98, RBV08, ROA13, SGP14, TY10]. Stokes [ABM17, AB12, AK99, BKP02, CA99, CBE18, DFF+18, HM18, HFW01, KVO17, LR08, Lee10, LMM00, LD07, Ols99, PT17]. Stokes-like [Lee10]. Strange [ZCW11, CNP96, NR12]. Strang-type [ZCW11, NR12]. strategies [AGG+16, BE98, CDG00, DMM+08, GTY97, HSCTP05, Kap94, PM97, PGT14, SGSM15, SS00]. strategy [BBM+06, BM05b, BM06, GP18, Sco99, SY18a, WLH12].
strength [OST10a]. Strengthened [AALS01, AM96, Bla03, Mar94]. stress [MM02]. stretch [TY10]. stretched [KM92, ZMO10]. stretching [AB00].

Strong [DBG+13, Bai18a, DS13a]. strongly [ABK15, KW99]. structural [GMTV16]. structure [BS01, FZwCW17, Hem96, HHL16, PR16, Rja98, WRW18, WN05]. structure-preserving [HHL16, PR16].

Structured [BGW05, BG05b, CCE+18, CCLN05, MCC+12, SLV04, Tyr05, CCLQ18, DDG99, Dia09, GLGR10, Gem00, HM18, LVD02, LYL15, MMC12, MKV04, MLV05, MP13, NR11, NR17, Poi00, Sun05, SHT11, Tre05].

Strongly [DGB+13, Bai18a, DS13a]. strongly [DGB+13, Bai18a, DS13a]. strongly [DGB+13, Bai18a, DS13a]. strongly [DGB+13, Bai18a, DS13a]. strongly [DGB+13, Bai18a, DS13a].

Subdomain [HLM92]. subgraph [BCZ12].

Subspace [CS02, DDG99, BMAA16, Bot13, CS97, Dam08, DK95, GLJ19, GTI16, HCD15, HS11, HS14, IP13, KS10, LS15, NR14a, RLG12, Sid97, SS07, ZS08].

Subspace-based [GZ16].

Subspace-by-subspace [DDG99].

Subspaces [BDK+15, DF01, IT05, MP16, PPv95, VS17].

Subtracting [GMRO5].

Subtracting [GMRO5].

Successive [BGNO7, Gnu03, WQ07].

Subtracting [GMRO5].

Super [CNSY05].

Super-resolution [CNSY05].

Superconvergence [FY01].

Superfast [CHV05].

Superlinear [Kap05].

Superlinearly [CQ10].

Superoptimal [CJW06].

HCD15, WQ07].

Supply [CPSM06].

Supported [FP15].

Supported [FP15].

Supported [FP15].

Survey [CQZ13, SK01].

Survey [CQZ13, SK01].

Survey [CQZ13, SK01].

Survey [CQZ13, SK01].

Survey [CQZ13, SK01].

Sylvester [Bau08, BMAA16, BHHJ13, CLR01, CD11, DXW12, HJ18, JMR18, MP15].

Sylvester-observer [CLR01, CD11].

Symbol [DGM+16].

Symmetrization [GM11].

Symmetry [Pen92].

Symmetry [Pen92].

Symmetry [Pen92].

Symmetry-constrained [Pen08].

Symplectic [DS13a].

Synchronization [CGV11].

Synthesis [RGG07].

System [AALS01, BC09, Baz08, BB06, BvdV00, BMAA+12, CJL08, GLOW04, GP18, HES15, HL10, KLM+06, KRW08, LW04, MMN+10, SB12, SCQ14, ZS08].

Systematic [GLOW04].

Systems [Jia96, Nab97, ARSO14, AM96, Ada04, ACR+00, AMP99, AMMP06, AK00, AN03b, BPS15, BLP17, Bai18a, BG13, BB17, Bus00, Bat95, BGM09, BFP10, BEH+17, BDDSM18, BMN05, BW17b, BGE18, BRT07, Bot13, BVD+18, BS17, CS09, CS11, CDGM04, CD11, CPSM06, CPS01, CSCTP05, CC03, CNY05, CK01, CA99, CHV05, CS95, CP06, DSV18, DDG99, DGRR11, Dob99, Dod11, DGM+16, DN12, EKS02, Ema12, EN17, EM16, ECA19, ECA20, EM17, EM18, EM19, EM20].
EM11, FP15, FLM09, FM18, FH94, Gem00, GLJ19, GM11, GSS01, GTY97, GA18, GKY97, GS05, GD11, HLM+18, HKKP07, HS11, HN05, HW18, HSCTP05, JZ09, JK17, JYH17, JL09, Jou94, KBF15, KM99, KKR14, KKMM12, Lai97, LX08, LOY08, LOS04, LJ04, LHL97b, LT09, LC13, LC05, LC07, LW03, Lot07, LSS18, MO11, MS14, MW11, MZH17, MCV01, Mey94, MPS96, systems [MST16, NSCTP05, NCV05, PM97, PW13, QACT18, RK18, RS18, RVW98, SZ99, SS02, Sac05, SPD05, SP06, SP18, SS07, SMSW00, Ste95, Sm05, SL10, SHJC18, Szu14, TT10, TC10, VFV13, VZ08, WD08, WM12, Wan18b, WTWG14, Wu15, ZW10, vGSZ15, HS14].

\[ t \text{ [mM04].} \]

\[ \text{tangential [AN03a, AN07].} \]

\[ \text{technique [HM03, IP13, NY03, WZZ18].} \]

\[ \text{techniques [ACR}+\text{00, BB00, Bla94, CDDSC12, CS97, CFAM16, Dat01, ELV94, GKL18, GNR14, HK02, HS05, LM06, SZ99, Ver00, BFG}+\text{18].} \]

\[ \text{template [LB17].} \]

\[ \text{Tensor [BFG}+\text{18, DHW16, JYZ17, AT15, AK16, BG13, BMAA16, BH16, CLNY15, DW15, DH18, DQW15, DK15, DS13b, FzwCW17, HKST12, HS18, HDS18, KK16, KN14, LQV13, LC13, LXX17, LP16, OST10b, STZ12, WQZ09, XC13, ZQ12, ZQLX13, ZSKA18, ZQW13]. tensors [BW17a, CQZ13, CCLQ18, FMPS13, HCD15, HHQ13, KJ12, LLK14, LNQ13, MCC}+\text{12, O}’\text{H14, PN18, WQ07, WN18, ZWQA18].} \]

\[ \text{term [BDR17, Lai97, WM12]. Termination [Bir15]. tessellations [DE06]. test [BC09, CCLQ18]. tetrahedral [Bla03]. th [AEHV15, LZ09, LH17]. their [BKPO2, CEQN07, KCC16, Kuh92, LY15, LH11, Tia13, Vöm10, Xie11]. theorem [Adi08]. theorems [BBP03, BKPO2, CP99]. Theoretical [MO14, Gar04, MM18, Not05b, WF15]. theories [BDRS12, BNR18]. theory [ABK97, ABNP15, CCvG06, CQZ13, FT98, GW00, GL98, HM14, JLO9, LQY13, LNQ13, Miy17, Pu16, VV97]. thermal [HK12]. thermoacoustics [SGSM15]. thin [The98]. third [ABBP10, BCR11, BCR14]. third-order [ABBP10, BCR11, BCR14]. Thomas [LV12]. three [AALS01, BO18, BB96, CGPV13, DM10, HW18, Ibr02, KT08, Rja98, XZ15, YW12]. three-dimensional [AALS01, CGPV13, KT08, Rja98]. three-way [Ibr02]. threshold [Saa94, SZ99]. thresholding [LM06]. Tight [OOO11]. Tikhonov [BCR14, BDR17, CRS05, CLTW11, Don05, FRR16, GNR14, LHW11]. time [AT15, ABK15, Bai12, BW17b, BMS17, BMS18, Bot13, CNT07, Cas11, CLNY15, CJL08, DGRR11, DK15, GZ16, GS07, HG00, HNR}+\text{18, Kem12, KK13, Lam12, LLS12, LGS12, LC13, LPVS18, MV13, MC09, RBV08, SY18b, TH19, WZ18, ZYFG11, ZSWX13, vKVW00]. time-delay [DGGR11, LC13]. time-dependent [CNT07, MV13, RBV08, ZYFG11]. time-exact [Bot13]. time-fractional [LPSV18]. time-harmonic [Bai12, GS07, LGS12, ZSWX13]. time-independent [CJL08]. time-periodic [KK13, WZ18]. times [KVW10]. tire [SMSW00]. Toeplitz [AH02, BLP17, BG05a, BG05b, CNP96, CPS01, CGK05, CNY05, CHV05, CS95, Don10, DGM}+\text{16, ESC18, Est09, FLM09, HR05, Hem96, HSCTP05, KN07, LC05, LC07, Lot07, LPS15, MS14, MMV08, NR11, NPR13, NCV05, PS11, SP18, WtFW15]. Toeplitz-block [SP18]. Toeplitz-plus-Hankel [KN07]. tolerant [RTN03]. tool [FM15, GS07]. tools [BBP03]. topology [HP04, Vas02]. Total [CLNY15, CTP09, FB95, GRS95, LVD02, LW17, MKV04, MLV05, XXW19, ZZ15]. totally [BP13, Hua12]. Trace [KCS11, BFM12]. tracking [LB17].
transfer [Don10, GVT03, KV92]. transfers [WTWG14]. transform [CW97].
transformation [FLPW01, HSY18, LL97, MC09, OOO16, VVM05a]. transformations [CHV05, Dax04, Han13, J001].
transforming [Lin12]. transforms [WTWG14]. transform [CW97].
transformation [FLPW01, HSY18, LL97, MC09, OOO16, VVM05a]. transformations [CHV05, Dax04, Han13, J001].
transient [KWS+18]. transition [BH16, LC13]. translation [KY95].
transport [Cha07, CGM11, HM14, Mgy17, TC10].
travel [TH19]. treatment [JM10, MM09].
tree [Vom12]. Trees [BMP11]. Tretz [LLW09].
triangle [RSCTP15]. Triangular [Zho16, BNT94, BF11a, FP95a, GLGR10, KABH17, KKR14, LPS15, MmMm09, Mit10, RS10, SRGL13, SST18].
Tridiagonal [NPR13, Zho16].
trigonometric [CHV05, FP05].
trigonometry [Gus97, Gus98, Gus03].
trilinear [BG02]. triplet [LT11]. triplets [SS97].
truncated [GKk04, KS15, GTI16, LHlW11, NR14b].
Two [BM17, CSCTP05, CwwS18, DLV06, ES09b, rFS09, HH06, JS96, KM99, KV96, PB05, ZXS10, Yon96, Zha92, ZSWX13, Zik08, vRH05, AM96, AD12, AABHV18, AMMP06, AN13, BS17, CGFV13, CGM01, CG15, DY04, DFNY08, DBG06, EN17, ELV94, FVZ05, FK15, FH94, GVT03, HHvR04, HVX16, HHLl16, IAn16, Jz11, KWS+18, MCV01, MSV13, MP15, Mps96, NN10, NH06, Not10, NCV05, SY18a, VSG09, WM12, Wan18b, XS09, Yan18, XZ13, ZJO6]. two-by-two [AN13, MP15, Wan18b].
two-component [NH06]. two-dimensional [DY04, XS09].
two-grid [CSCTP05, ZSWX13, CGFV13, CG15, ELV94, FVZ05, HVX16, NN10, Not10].
Two-level [DLV06, HH06, KM99, KV96, XZS10, vRH05, CGM01, EN17, GVT03, HHvR04, KWS+18, NCV05, VSG09, YXZ13, Zik08].
two-parameter [Yan18]. two-phase [HHL16, NH06, SY18a]. two-player [AD12]. two-real-parameter [MSV13].
Two-sided [Zik08, FK15, Jz11, ZJ06].
Two-stage [BM17, JS96, AMMP06, MPS96]. Two-step [CwwS18, PB05].
two-term [WM12].
Two-Way [Zha92, MCV01]. type [ABB10, AABHV18, BR07, Baz08, Ben08, Cao08, CwwS18, CWS97, E016, FG02, GKK04, HM14, KKNY01, KCV09, LHLs07, LT13, MP15, NR12, SC9D4, Via00, ZCW11].
typical [ZXS15].
UK£30.00 [Nab97]. unbalanced [FLM09].
uncertain [DGB+13, DGRR11].
unconstrained [Ris19]. underdetermined [QACT18].
Unified [Axe15]. Uniform [BLZ08, Lee10, Hms99, Xc13].
unification [Sid11]. unilevel [Tre13]. uniqueness [Llnv17]. unit [WCZ15].
unitarily [Y08]. unitary [JR94, Lor14, Mat96].
University [Nab97]. unreduced [MST16].
unsteady [OC04]. unstructured [Cho03, KV96, May01].
Unsymmetric [Jia96, EM11, GR04, HS05, MS14].
untangling [GKK04]. unwrapping [DY04].
update [ZZ15]. updates [BDDSM18, DEM18, TT10, Tyr92, Zho06].
US$49.95 [Nab97].
Use [HKST12, Bla02, BDS94, FH94, HS15, Yan04]. used [KV15]. users [GB15].
Using [BBB03, GB15, Kap02, AW11, AMR18, A FK02, BBl6, Bp13, BTT13, BC02, Buc11, CKW02, CS18, CNSY05, CHV05, DK15, GP18, HDIS18, IS09, KMMR10, KRW08, Kra06, Laz16, MGF+02, NG15, NX03, OZB+18, OOO11, Özb13, PDV05, PH19.
Pul09, RTN03, Sim03, VY14, VS17, vNR07.
usual [BG05b].
References [Cao04, HW18, LRGO17, MZ15, SX15].

validation [CH03, OO016], value [AFSCSU14, BBP03, BWN05, CL13, Che15, JK18, LHW11, LT13, MSB18, NR14b, Nov03, PBN05, PH19, RT99, ZSKA18].
valued [AK00, DGM+16, MZHB17, Xie11].
values [FP95a, GR99, LHLS07, THC09, Tre05, Vom10].
Variable [AV94, DHR+04, GVT03, GR05, RS07, SX15, VS17].
Variable-step [AV94].
variant [JYH17, Sim99, Zha18].
variants [VY14, Wu15].

Validation [CH03, OO016], value [AFSCSU14, BBP03, BWN05, CL13, Che15, JK18, LHW11, LT13, MSB18, NR14b, Nov03, PBN05, PH19, RT99, ZSKA18].
valued [AK00, DGM+16, MZHB17, Xie11].
values [FP95a, GR99, LHLS07, THC09, Tre05, Vom10].
Variable [AV94, DHR+04, GVT03, GR05, RS07, SX15, VS17].
Variable-step [AV94].
variants [VY14, Wu15].
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